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G The BG News
Bowling Green, Ohio

Friday, November 13, 1992

Weather

Volume 75, Issue 58'

Student battles local Sunoco station
Towing charges exceed what city ordinances allow price ceiling to be
by Jane Kllgore
student life reporter

Get ready for the white
stuff:
Friday, brisk with variable cloudiness and scattered
flurries. The high in the
mid-30s. West winds IS to 25
mph. The chance of snow is
40 percent.
Friday night and Saturday, mostly cloudy with
scattered flurries. The low
in the lower 20s. The high
Saturday in the lower 30s.
The chance of snow is SO
percent both periods.

On Campus
Student groups recognized:

A University student is calling
the bluff of a local gas station,
claiming that he and many others
have been taken advantage of by
the station's use of an illegal tactic.
University senior Tim Burgin
did not know that he would be
facing such a complicated ordeal
when he offered to pay for the
towing of his friend's car when it
had been removed from the parking lot of the Sunoco Ultra Service Center, 1S30 E. Wooster St.
The dilemma began when a
friend of Burgin's arrived from
Ohio University over Homecoming Weekend for a visit and to see

"Even though the owner has had a lawyer talk to him and
tell him the ordinance, he still doesn't believe he is doing
anything wrong."
Tim Burgin, University senior
the football game between the
two schools. Burgin said she had
parked her vehicle in the lot of
the service station, where it was
validly towed - but for an unreasonable price.
The sign in the lot indicates a
$60 fee plus a $5 a day storage
charge. Burgin said this is a perfectly legal scare tactic to use in
a private lot, but not legal to administer.
Consequently, Burgin was

charged $70 for the recovery,
when $40 is the highest amount
that can be demanded for such a
violation. Apparently, the additional $20 was tacked onto the bill
as a dolly fee.
Jim Wright, service station
owner, was unavailable for
comment.
Burgin contacted attorney
Gregory Bakies from Student
Legal Services for advice, who
investigated the ordinance to

discover that the station was
legally in the wrong for their actions.
"Forty dollars for towing and
$20 for a dolly fee is not legally
allowed under the Bowling Green
law as the ordinance stands right
now," Bakies said. Bakies said
that he also discussed the issue
with City Attorney Mike Marsh,
who agreed that the towing fee
can only be $40 and $5 a day storage.
A few days after the towing incident, Burgin went to the Sunoco station to inquire about the
high $70 charge and to try to get
his $30. However, the reaction
that he received from a station
worker was not exactly what he
had expected to hear.

by Julie Tagllalerro
administration reporter

The BG Newi/Llada Uac

Participating in the Home-aid music festival. Merry Can Men perform for a crowd of more than 400 at Howard's Club H Wednesday
night. Co-sponsored by WBGU 88.1 KM and Howard's Club H, the
festival also featured performances by Ton, Derek Wolfgram,

Gone Daddy Finch, Black Minds of Music, Vambo Marble Eye and
Sweaty Whiskers. The event raised $1,058 for the Link's homeless
fund.

GSS vows to continue ROTC fight

Outside Campus Optimistic that Clinton presidency will change Pentagon policies
Not yet nabbed:
Bowling Green police
have not yet located the man
who may be responsible for
three sexual assaults in the
area over the past four
weeks.
Two victims of sexual assault were able to make
similar composites that
have been publicized and
posted throughout the city
and other local communities. The second victim, who
was raped, was unable to
make a composite of her attacker, yet some circumstances of the incident paralleled the other two reports.
Det. Sgt. Brad Conner said
all of the police division's
detectives are working to
find the suspect and have
received many anonymous
tips and leads to investigate.

Lottery
CLEVELAND - Here are
Thursday night's Ohio Lottery selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 1-4-2
Pick 4 Numbers: 6-5-7-3
The Super Lotto Jackpot is
$4 million.

Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

See TOWING, page three.

Officials
desire all
to battle
OBRplan

Music For The Masses

So you have your parents
in your dorm room and can't
do a thing with them (or to
them)? Take Ma and Pa out
to the football game Saturday. The Falcons will take
on Ball State, an : Student
Group Recognition Day is
planned for halftime. Many
student organizations will
be recognized for their
achievements throughout
the past year.
The event is sponsored by
the athletic department and
The News.
Unity Conference on
tape:
Videotapes of the
speakers from the sixth annual Midwest Black Student
Unity Conference, which the
University hosted Nov. 6
and 7, are now available for
viewing in the reserve room
of Jerome Library. The conference, sponsored by the
Black Student Union and the
Board of Black Cultural Activities, featured addresses
by Nation of Islam minister
Ava Muhammed, Ohio State
University professor Linda
James-Myers and the keynote address by controversial
rap star/activist Sister
Souljah.

"When I wtnt into the station to
talk to someone about what had
happened, a worker said, 'You've
waited a week [to talk about the
fee], you can wait a little longer,'
" Burgin said. "From then on, I
just let Student Legal Services
handle the situation."
Burgin said that while he was
standing in the station, a lady
came in and paid $60 for the
same reason.
Bakies talked to the station
owner, who agreed to return $10
to Burgin. The additional $20 was
also promised, although it has not
been received as of yet.
"Even though the owner has
had a lawyer talk to him and tell

by JenI Bond
student government reporter

Graduate Student Senate will continue
pushing for the termination of the University's alliance with the Reserve Officer's
Training Corps program until discriminatory policies against gays and lesbians are
discontinued, said GSS President Tony
Fluellen.
GSS passed a resolution at the Oct. 23
General Assembly meeting that called for
the University to discontinue offering credit
for ROTC classes and honoring ROTC scholarships.

It also requests that the program be
moved to an off-campus location. The resolution would only apply to incoming students
and would not affect students already enrolled in the program.
Fluellen said a change in the military's policy could come when President-elect Bill
Clinton takes office.
"Now that there will be a new president in
office we'll wait and see what he does,"
Fluellen said. "He can change the policy
with a stroke of a pen."
GSS plans to send a copy of the resolution
to Washington, D.C., and also begin a petition
drive to gain support. Other universities will

also be contacted to see how they are deal ing
with the issue, Fluellen said.
"We want to find out what other universities are doing and find out if they are also
upset," Fluellen said. "There are some universities which have [severed ties with the
ROTC program], and we want to see how
they worked to accomplish it."
Fluellen said the University does not want
to sever ties with the program because it believes the program serves a good purpose.
"As I understand it, the University will
also wait and see what the new president
See GSS, page three.

Safe sex uncommon, survey shows
by Paul Recer
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Americans
are not practicing "safe sex,"
leaving millions at risk of infection by the AIDS virus, according
to authors of the largest national
sexual survey in more than 40
years.
The survey results, to be published Friday in the Journal Science, indicate that heterosexual
Americans are not taking seriously the risk of AIDS and that
the vast majority with multiple
partners are engaging in sexual
intercourse without condoms.
AIDS has been most prevalent
in the United States among homosexuals and intravenous drug
users. But Joseph Catania, a University of California-San Francisco researcher and an author of
the study, said that with so many
people not using condoms or

other protection, "it is just a matter of time before it will spread
widely into the heterosexual
community."
For the survey, more than
10,000 Americans were questioned by telephone about their
sexual practices. Respondents
were selected by a random digit
dialing system and represented
people between the ages of 18
and 75, married and single, living
in major cities and in rural areas.
"This is the first of a kind," Catania said, because it concentrated on behavior related to the
risk of sexually transmitted
diseases, such as AIDS. He said it
was the first large-scale survey
on human sexuality in the U.S.
since the Kinsey report in 1948.
"Kinsey asked a lot of questions we didn't ask, but the Kinsey study is not a representative
sample and this one is," he said.

Among the findings:
Seven percent of respondents
said they had had multiple sex
partners in the previous year.
Ten percent of those with added
AIDS risk factors said they had
had multiple partners.
Respondents considered at
high AIDS risk were those with
multiple sex partners, those with
a high risk primary partner, intravenous drug users, blood
transfusion recipients and hemophiliacs.
Among heterosexual adults
with two or more sex partners in
the last five years, 31 percent
were at some level of risk of contracting the human immunodeficiency virus, or HIV, which
causes AIDS. In some metropolitan areas where the prevalence
of AIDS is higher, the risk figure
soared to 41 percent for this
group.
Among those with multiple

sex partners, 17 percent used
condoms all of the time. Among
those with high risk sexual partners, the condom use was only 13
percent
People with multiple sexual
partners are more likely to be
male, African-American or white
(in comparison to Hispanic), unmarried, highly educated and
young adults. Whites and blacks
were essentially the same in the
number of sexual partners.
Women and low-income people were most likely to have
risky sexual partners and about
71 percent of those with such
partners reported not using condoms.
The low rate of condom use
among heterosexuals with multiple partners may result from "a
denial of personal risk" and because "a segment of the population still believes it is a gay
disease," Catania said.

More action needs to be taken
to voice concern over the Managing for the Future Task
Force's recommendations
to have a centralized system
of higher education, University administrators said.
Despite a
Mason
large gathering
of administrators, faculty members and students from the University and other Northwest Ohio
state-funded colleges at the Ohio
Board of Regents forum last
week. University officials say
more must be done.
The hearing at the University
of Toledo was one of eight giving
people an opportunity to comment on the recommendations
made in the report by the task
force.
University President Paul Olscamp said last week's discussion
session between state task force
members and representatives of
the different universities did not
clarify the intentions of the task
force or make him more satisfied
with the recommendations.
"I won't feel optimistic until I
see some action," Olscamp said.
"There is a lot of ambiguity and
confusion."
Philip Mason, vice president
for university relations, agreed
with Olscamp that the intentions
of the report are vague, but said
he hoped the OBR would eliminate the ambiguity as it considers the recommendations and
amends the report.
Olscamp said he has met with
some legislators and "expects to
spend a fair amount of time in
Columbus" speaking about the
recommendations and the state
budget situation.
It is important for individuals
as well as the University administration to meet with state legislators, informing them of their
concerns with the recommendations, Olscamp said.
Mason said he was pleased
with the public hearing and especially with the number of University representatives who
spoke.
"I think BGSU clearly beat
represented the issues," Mason
said. "We did ourselves proud.
Our students were strongly articulated, our faculty was wellinformed and our business
friends were passionate to our
concerns."
Although the public hearing
did not allow for feedback from
the OBR members moderating
See FORUM, page three.
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E.A.R. to the Ground...
If Undergraduate Student
Government is really as focused
on the issues as it claims, let's see if it
can avoid taking half its meeting time
Monday to bitch at The News, as it
usually does. It'll take a miracle.
• *•
There appears to be a criminal on the
loose. An unknown male has allegedly
been sexually assaulting women. There
have been three incidents already with
parallel circumstances. If you are a
woman on this campus, we strongly
suggest that you use common sense and
protect yourself from becoming the
next victim by following rules like
these:
3 Keep your doors locked at all times
and install deadbolts;
3 Check your windows to make sure
they are locked tightly;
3 Never walk alone at night; always
walk with a group.
If your locks are not sufficient or you
feel deadbolts are in order, talk to your
landlord. It is his or her responsibility
to maintain the property so it meets
mandated standards. This includes
safety standards.
While it is important to follow these
suggestions always, a little reminder
now and then can't hurt.

***
We're Las Vegas Bowl bound. For the
second year in a row, the Bowling
Green Falcons have emerged victorious
from a well-fought season of football.
We couldn't be happier. Congratulations, guys.
But sometimes the victories of our
football team overshadow the successes of many other University sports.
We at The News would like to congratulate the rest of the athletes who have
done an excellent job this year. Kudos
go to the soccer team, on their way to
the NCAA championship, and the women's volleyball team, the leader in the
MAC conference.
Beyond these congratulations,
though, every single athlete at this University deserves a pat on the back for
trying, and, because they try, succeeding in the world of college sports.
***
And speaking of football, fellow students and community members are
urged to check out Student Group Recognition Day at Saturday's game
against Ball State. Several groups will
be recognized for their activities last
year, so grab your parents (gently) and
head on out to the stadium to show your
support.

USG wants 'good' coverage
After we won the election to
the Undergraduate Student
Government last spring, we had
plans to change things in USG.
We wanted a more businesslike
image for USG. We wanted USG
to have a more recognizable logo
for all to know and identify with.
We wanted to reconnect the
needed ties to the University
administration that had been
carelessly severed and/or ignored by past administrators.
We wanted to initiate and execute the five fundamental promises of our "Realities of Leadership" campaign. Among our
plans for "The New USG" was
the pledge not to get involved
with The News' antics on Page
Two.
We have seen The News in the
past make false (and true) claims
against USG, and past administrations would go crazy trying to
refute the printings on the Opinion Page. We decided this was not
for us, and that it would only distract from what we are trying to
achieve in USG.
But for now we enter the ring
with the uninformed, bleedingheart, irresponsible and unrespectable editorial staff of The
News, to set the record straight
on behalf of the 51 hard-working
members of USG and the members of the BGSU undergraduate
student body.
On Friday, Nov. 6, the gutless
EAR to the Ground staff expressed their displeasure with
the passage of a USG bill calling
for a bar and grill in the University Union. In their argument of
the issue, they claimed that we
have not dealt with the issues of
skyrocketing tuition, faculty
• unionization and the Managing
i for the Future Task Force Re' port. The problem with their argument (and many others made
by this staff, for that matter) is
that it is misleading and incorrect.
First, to understand why a bill
concerning a bar and grill would
come out in the midst of more
important issues is to understand
the processes of USG. A bill is introduced to the General Assembly one week, and then it is assigned to a committee for
research. After it is in committee
for a week, it is debated and

voted on by the General Assembly the next week.
This is why some issues may
seem less important than other
issues we should be dealing with.
Now, the problem we have with
The News' editorial bigwigs isnt
that they misreport or don't report the positive things and accomplishments of USG in their
opinion session (we can only
thank the student government
reporter, Jeni Bond, for that).
The issues of tuition, unionization, the Task Force Report along
with a host of other projects and
accomplishments are never
talked about by the staff. When
this kind of lopsided reporting
occurs the only thing The News
is good for is recycling.
Here is the record ... the question is where was The News'editorial staff?
O USG Chief of Staff David
Dorland saves Fact Line from being a victim of the budget cuts in
the summer Faculty Senate/University Budget Committee meetings;
D USG condemns the University administration for their decisions on budget cuts (which
was publicized all over area
newspapers);
O USG successfully and correctly registers over 700 faculty/staff and students for the
1991 elections;
□ USG reaches final stages of
negotiation for an Express Shuttle and Bidirectional Shuttle
system;
O USG sponsorship of the
AIDS quilt ($1,391 - one of the
highest amounts) through cosponsorshlp and a Halloween
benefit dance at Uptown;
O USG co-sponsorship of two
multicultural events ("AntiColonialism" and "Showtime at
the Apollo");
O USG-written strategic plan
for battling further budget cuts
(currently being prepared);
O USG negotiations receiving
support from some of the administration for general fee funding
of the BGSU Recycling Center
without an increase in the general fee (has been accepted into
the General Fee proposal process);
n USG Faculty and Course Indication Booklets improved and

produced for the third time and
current meetings being held to
obtain departmental assistance
in the data collection process;
3 USG initiation of University
need for child care (currently
researching with other programs);
O USG working for the betterment of the rights of gays and
lesbians in regard to the sexual
orientation discrimination issue
in the BGSU Student Code;
O USG meeting with leaders of
the Faculty Association to understand the idea and reasoning of
unionization. This is for the
preparation of an USG announcement on the position of the undergraduate student body on the
issue (to be submitted right before the union elections);
0 USG currently researching a
comprehensive City/University
transit system.
For a group, who this paper
says "has too many egos and too
little power to get anything
done," we sure have done a hell
of a lot in just one-half of a semester.
1 guess the thing that gets us
most is no one from The News,
except the reporter, comes to
USG meetings or calls us on the
telephone to find out what is happening in USG. So we have to
wonder how Kim Larson and
Jeremy Stone Weber even know
what the hell is happening in
USG to even approve the garbage
that was printed in "EAR to the
Ground" last Friday.
Don't get us wrong, we understand it is an opinion page, and
we respect the freedom of
speech. We also recognize that
opinion must be created on the
basis of fact not fiction like in
Friday's EAR The freedom of
speech is a precious right and
should be cherished and used
wisely. But last Friday, we think
there was a mix-up and the word
speech was exchanged for stupidity.
Jason Jackson
USG President
John Babel
USG Vice President

Act now to prevent harmful
animal testing by businesses
Raise your hand if you're sure.
Or if you use Secret or Ban deodorant. Perhaps you use Studio
Line hair products. Sea Breeze
facial products. Crest toothpaste
or Head & Shoulders shampoo?
What about Camay soap - I think
I remember a sample of It in our
"Good Stuff boxes this year.
If you are using any of these
products, are you aware that they
are all produced by companies
that cruelly test their products
on animals, even though there
are much better options available?
The number of animals murdered every year through inhumane experimentation is near
100 million. At least four million
of these deaths are as a result of
cosmetic and household product
testing, rather than testing in the
areas of science and medicine.
Three big offenders are
L'Oreal, Proctor & Gamble and
Bristol Myers. The products I
mentioned earlier are all produced by one of these three companies. These companies are
represented by the Cosmetic,
Toiletry and Fragrance Association. The CTFA will not even consider alternatives to the animal
testing methods currently employed by the manufacturers it
represents.
Humane alternatives are
available. These alternatives are
more effective, more reliable
and cheaper than animal testing.
These alternatives are widely
used by more than 300 companies
now. Examples are skin patch

one can take on an individual
level, is simply to boycott products that are produced by companies that still test their products on animals. Consumer pressure is a more powerful tool than
some people realize. There are
many companies that one can
purchase cosmetic and household products from that do not
conduct animal testing. For example, Revlon, Avon, Benetton
and Estee Lauder no longer experiment on animals, due to the
consumer pressure they experitests; computer models; organ, enced in the past. There are also
companies that have never tested
tissue and cell culture tests.
Don't these options sound a bit on animals - The Body Shop is
more reasonable than force- one example.
feeding deodorant to animals or
Another course of action is to
squirting shaving cream, liquid
paper, skin lotions and fragran- join or support an animal rights
ces into rabbits' eyes with a syr- organization like People for the
inge or forcing rats to inhale Ethical Treatment of Animals
massive quantities of hairspray (PETA). Such organizations work
until they convulse and die? to expose companies that perThese animals are fully cons- form animal experimentation.
cious and do experience pain. Exposure is a scary prospect for
Their pain is absolutely unecces- many companies because they
sciry considering that the ex- know that if the public were
periments are outdated and there made aware of all the tortures
they inflict upon animals, they
are alternatives.
would be unable to continue
Researchers and scientists these methods.
around the world have criticized
Be aware. Find out what prodanimal testing of cosmetic and
household products. They have ucts are made by companies that
claimed it is worthless because it maim and poison animals and
can't even be accurately applied make an informed and compasto humans. So why does it contin- sionate decision about where to
ue? Perhaps not enough people spend your dollars when you're
are aware of the issue or willing purchasing your cosmetic and
to protest it. Perhaps not enough household products.
peple are aware of how to protest
It.
Juliet Cook is a columnist for
The best, most effective step The News.

Juliet Cook

Bar/grill is USG's dumbest idea yet
The BG News:
I am writing in response to the
article titled "Bills for Bar/Grill,
Recycling Passed" in the Nov. 3
issue of The News. USG apparently thinks there should be a bar
and grill in the Union. Isnt it
Ironic that this bill was passed on
the first day of Alcohol Awareness Week?
Did any research whatsoever
go into this bar/grill bill before it
was introduced? I highly doubt
that any member of USG seriously thought about the implications
of this bill. Did anyone even ask
the Union administration what
they think of such, an idea? Did
anyone even poll students to find
out if this is what they wanted?
Why does USG continue to try
and make it easier and more
comfortable for students on this
campus to drink? Just last year
they wanted to extend shuttle bus
service to the downtown establishments. Whatever happened to
that brilliant idea?
The fact is, if USG would have
done a little research they would
have known that a group called
BACCHUS (Boosting Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning
Health of Undergraduate Students) has been planning a coffee
house in the Union for some time.
This group has contacted the
Union and has the support from

several other campus groups.
But, since the appointed USG
representativenever shows up
for the meetings, according to
Prevention Center Director Jacqueline Daley, USG was not able
to take this into consideration
and make an intelligent decision
on the bar/grill bill.
USG's seemingly good intentions of creating more jobs,
creating responsible drinkers
and cutting down on the number
of students driving to a bar are
quite preposterous. The major
problem with USG's intentions is
that they are ignoring the majority of the student body, who has
not reached the legal drinking
age of 21. And, it is this group of
underage students who mostly
make up the on-campus population. So, how would this bar/grill
cut down on the number of students who will be driving to a
bar, as David Burch, USG's representative from the Interfraternity Council, said? The of fci-mpus students will simply
drive to campus as they drive to
the downtown establishments. Of
course, this brings up the problem of parking. Where will all the
patrons park? Is USG going to
build a parking garage, too?
According to USG President
Jason Jackson, the bar/grill will
create jobs on campus. Exactly

how many jobs is this little operation going to create? Of course,
only those students who are 21
and over would be allowed to be
bartenders and to serve alcohol
under state law. So, USG again
ignores the majority of students
at this University who are not 21
years old.
The idea of creating responsible drinkers from the proposal is
the most disturbing of USG's
comments regarding its bill.
Jackson believes that the
bar/grill will promote "more responsible drinking." Exactly how
will USG go about creating "responsible" drinkers? Are they
going to limit the number of
drinks a student can have in one
night? Are they going to have
Step 1 counselors there to talk to
people about responsible drinking as the patrons are pounding
down beers?
Face the facts, USG. The
bar/grill is a bad idea (like most
of your other ideas) and it simply
isnt going to float with the University administration. I strongly
suggest that the appointed USG
representative to BACCHUS
start attending the meetings and
for USG to support the coffee
house idea and abandon its ludicrous bar/grill bill.
Sandy Kowalsky
Senior

Campus
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Professors still skeptical Premier parents picked
about validity of booklet Senior Bil Gau wins UAO essay competition
by Michael Zawackl
faculty reporter

The USG Faculty and Course
Indication Booklets are now
available and may prove helpful
to students who are preparing to
schedule classes for next semester.
The booklets, now in their third
year of circulation, feature some
changes and improvement from
the old booklets. The number of
required replies from students
has been changed to five, said
John Babel, USG vice president.
Jason Jackson, USG president,
said they have cut production
costs drastically this year. Last
year it cost USG between $8,000
and $9,000 to publish the evaluation booklets.
Jackson said this year a change
in publishers cut spending, resulting in a savings of approximately $6,500. The 6,500 booklets
that were published were printed
on recycled paper.
Babel said some courses and
instructors were given high
marks, while a few courses had
less than favorable comments
and the instructor received high
marks.
Jackson said that USG has not
received as many direct comments from University faculty
concerning the book as they have
in recent years.
Babel said he believes the
booklets are helpful because they
give new students information on
what other students who took the

'1 think if [USG] continues to
do the booklet the way they
are, then they have an
ethical obligation to explain
the shortcomings ol their
sampling procedures."
Ralph St. John, professor
of applied statistics
course thought. He acknowledges that the booklet is not statistically valid.
"That's why we changed [the
name] from an evaluation to an
indication," Babel said.
Ralph St. John, a professor of
applied statistics, said he believes faculty find the booklet
very threatening because they
view it as a misrepresentation of
their abilities to teach a course.
St. John said the respondents to
the questionnaire make up a selfselected sample. He added that
the booklet's evaluations give a
distorted view - similar to the
situation of looking for a car
while only listening to those who
really like it and ignoring those
who hate it.
He said the evaluations show
no indication of what percentage
of students said each of the various comments.
"I don't think the data is a representation of the views of the
students and the class," St. John
said. "At least not in some cases."
"I think if [USG] continues to

do the booklet the way they are,
then they have an ethical obligation to explain the shortcomings
of their sampling procedures,"
St. John said.
St. John said he believes the
booklets are a good idea because
they are a mechanism that gives
some input on the courses and
the faculty. Therefore, students
who want guidance on what
courses and instructors to take
have an outlet.
"I think this is a good idea," St.
John said. "But I think it can and
should be improved."
The booklets were made available to everyone at various
places on campus such as residence halls, classroom buildings
and the USG office.
"I've heard about it," said
James Forse, an associate
professor of history. "But I've
never seen it.
Art professor John Lavezzi
said he has seen the booklet and
believes it is "OK" as long as the
evaluations are understood for
what they are.
Lavezzi added he believes the
evaluations can be a biased critique on an intructor's teaching
ability when students who
received a bad grade "had an axe
to grind." Students might also
have received a high grade and
"wanted to polish an apple,"
Lavezzi said.
"I think that in some cases the
lumber of responses is small,"
Lavezzi said. "[USG] should have
more responses to make it statistically reliable."

Greeks to collect donations

by Julie Taglialerra
administration reporter

As November rolls around
each year, almost everyone
finds something or someone to
be especially thankful for.
This year, as part of Parents
Weekend, the theme of the
University Activities Organization's annual Parents of the
Year contest was to thank parents for all they have done.
Senior special education
major Bil Gau won with the
essay honoring his parents.
Bob and Brenda Gau of
Painesville.
Amy Sajko, UAO public relations director, said Gau's essay won because of its organization, theme and mechanics.
Gau was also recognized for
his original and sentimental
writing style, Sajko said.
"It had a nice, humorous note
to it," Sajko said. "You could
tell he'd come to a realization,
as he was writing the letter, of

FORUMthe event, Mason said he thinks
they will consider the public's
suggestions and concerns when
amending the report.
"We got their attention on key
items," Mason said.
He added that he believes this
will result in amendments to - or
elimination of ~ some recommendations, including the designation of the two research facilities and the tenure issue.

Sale of goods will go toward job training of disabled
by Tina Etts
contributing reporter

Two University sororities and two fraternities
will sponsor collections for the needy starting this
weekend.
Beta Sigma Phi sorority, in cooperation with
Goodwill Industries of Toledo Inc. will collect donated goods on Saturday. Sorority members will
tend a Goodwill trailer in the Kmart parking lot at
111 S. Main St. from 9 am. to 4 p.m.
They will be accepting donations of good quality
furniture, clothing, shoes, radios, toys, TVs,
house wares and lawn and garden items.
Ken Mackowiak of Goodwill Industries said
sales from these donated materials will support
training and work experience for people with vocational disabilities. He said this includes those
who have never worked, those who have learning,
mental or social disabilities and those who are restrained due to injury.
For these individuals, Goodwill provides training in the areas of business, print shop, food service, janitorial and, soon, retail sales. Goodwill retrains about 300 people each year, Mackowiak said.
They also assist individuals in their job search by

helping with resumes and staging mock interviews, he added.
The materials drive that provides all of this has
become a tradition for Beta Sigma Phi, as they
have sponsored it for the last 20 years.
Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Beta Sigma and Zeta Phi
Beta, however, are just beginning to sponsor food
collections.
This is Phi Beta Sigma's second annual Thanksgiving Day Canned Food Drive, said member Gary
Ellington.
"This holiday season a lot of folks don't have
what we have," Ellington said. "It's just a little
something to let folks know the fraternities and
sororities care that there is hunger out there."
All donations will be distributed through the St.
Thomas More Soup Kitchen and a similiar facility
located in Toledo.
The food drive will take place on Nov. 17,18 and
19. Canned food receptacles will be located in the
lobby of each dorm and at each of the greek
houses. Cans and monetary donations will also be
accepted at the table between the Education and
Business Administration buildings from 10:30 am.
to 3 p.m.

GSS

TOWING
Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

him the ordinance, he still
doesn't believe he is doing anything wrong," Burgin said.
"Whoever is getting their car
towed from here is getting
charged more than they should,
and I don't think that people
know this," he added. "Personally, I would like to see this guy at
the Sunoco station go out of business because he had to pay
everyone back."

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS

n

does," Fluellen said.
Throughout history, the military has discriminated against
several minority groups, Fluellen
said.
"They used the excuse that
morale would be lowered by allowing females or other minorities to enlist," he said. "Now
there is no problem and morale is
fine, but they are using the same
excuse against homosexuals. It
has to end."
Captain Greg Boisseau, an assistant professor of military science, said the ROTC program is
waiting to see what the Universi-

ty will do.
"We know GSS doesn't have
the authority to make the decision," Boisseau said. "We are
not going to make any contingency plans until something happens."
If the University were to discontinue affiliation with ROTC,
the program would suffer, Boisseau said.
"Eventually it would hurt the
program because we have quite a
few students on scholarship and
some students* depend on the college credit," Boisseau said.

for..." was chosen because the

committee thought it could be
written easily in letter format.
"People tend to freeze up
when they think they have to
write an essay," Sajko said.
Only IS students entered the
contest this year - a significant
decline from approximately 60
in past years. Sajko encourages
students to enter the contest
next year and added that single
parents and guardians can be
included in the contest.

Northwest Legislative Delegation - which includes state
senator Betty Montgomery and
state representative Randy
Gardner - to encourage the OBR
to make some changes.
In addition, Mason said, administrators are monitoring any
amendments and changes the
OBR makes to the report before
they give the final draft to the
governor to submit to the state
Legislature.

No one sells better Pizza for less!

Fast Free Delivery M+ 352-5166
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WIN A LAS VEGAS BOWL PACKAGE!
Student Group Recognition Day
co-sponsored by The BG News

He added that he is grateful
for everything his parents
have done for him through the
years, including putting off
some of their own wishes in
order to send him to college.
"They scrimped and sacrificed so that 1 could go," Gau
said.
Gau wanted to thank his parents, he said, for "the sacrifice
they've given and the unconditional love they've shown" for
him in the past 22 years.

Pisanello's Pizza

A victory will give the Falcons their 10th win in a row at home and
tie the record for consecutive MAC wins at 16. Be a part of it!

/3V>
■^swSrU-au^^
o
%ASONHNAtf^

everything they had done for
him and had a real sense of appreciation."
Gau said he planned to give
the letter to his parents when
they came to visit for the
weekend, even if he had not
von.

In order for this to happen,
Mason said, people need to continue to make their concerns
known about the report. He encourages individuals to contact
their legislators as well as calling
or writing members of the OBR
and Voinovich's office.
"It's going to take continued
efforts from the coalition at the
University," Mason said.
Mason said the administration
is working with the University
Alumni Advocacy Group and the

Continued from page one.

Gau's parents will be recognized at half-time ceremonies
during Saturday's Bowling
Green-Ball State football
game, Sajko said. In addition,
the Gaus will receive nearly
$350 in donated prizes from
area merchants, including
breakfast at Bob Evans, sweatshirts from the University
Bookstore and accomodatlons
at University President Paul
Olscamp's guesthouse.
Sajko said the theme -"Thanks, Mom and Dad,

Five Las Vegas Bowl Packages, which include three nights
lodging and two game tickets, will be given away at Saturday'
game. Just purchase a game program to enter.

JCIIO'S
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FREE DELIVERY
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Clinton has press conference
President-elect lists plans for 'aggressive' executive actions
by John King
The Associated Press

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. - President-elect Clinton on Thursday
detailed a crowded blueprint for
action including quick reversal
of Bush administration abortion
policy and creation of more than
a half-million jobs in his first
year.
Clinton, in his first formal
news conference since the election, also promised his transition
and administration would have
the strictest ethical guidelines in
history.
Calling on congressional Republicans as well as Democrats
to work with him on his busy
agenda, he said, "The clear mandate of this election from the
American people was the end of
politics as usual and the end of
gridlock in Washington and the
end of finger-pointing and
blame."
Vice President-elect Al Gore
stood nearby as Clinton fielded
questions at the Old Arkansas
Statehouse.
The Arkansas governor called
the news conference to announce
48 additions to his transition
team, a mix of political and policy advisers charged with helping
Clinton build the first Democratic administration in a dozen
years.
"They reflect my commitment
to assembling the most qualified
and diverse group of people
available, including men and

'The dear mandate of this election from
the American people was the end of
politics as usual and the end of gridlock in
Washington and the end of finger-pointing
and blame."
President-elect Bill Clinton
women with broad experience,
some of whom served in the
campaign and others who are
just joining us now as we move
toward governing," Clinton said
of his picks.
The president-elect then answered questions on an array of
topics, from his general economic and foreign policy priorities to
his specific plans to provide jobs
and deal with nuclear proliferation, as well as his feelings on the
heavy security and intense media
attention that came with his election.
"I'm having a wonderful time,"
Clinton said. "It is an enormous
responsibility, but I asked for it,
and it's an indulgence to feel
overwhelmed by it.... I'm just going to give you my best effort
everyday."
He spoke quietly and seriously
throughout most of the 40-minute, nationally televised question-and-answer session, but took
a few occasions to joke and one to
angrily denounce the Bush administration search of his State
Department passport files dur-

ing the campaign.
Clinton shed little new light on
his agenda, but did offer a portrait of his priorities in the economic and foreign policy arenas
and a glimpse at some of the
steps he is likely to take in his
first days as president.
Clinton said he would lift the
Bush administration ban on abortion counseling at federally
funded clinics and revise Bush's
Haiti policy to allow refugees
now summarily returned to their
country to petition for political
refugee status.
On the economy, he said he
remained committed to his campaign pledge to offer a middleclass tax cut; to provide an investment tax credit for new factories and equipment, which he
predicted would create some
500,000 jobs in his first year, and
to accelerate spending on road,
bridge and other infrastructure
work he said would create additional jobs.
"I expect to keep the focus on
these economic issues," Clinton
said. "The American people un-

derstand that these problems are
of long duration and there won't
be any overnight miracles. But I
think they expect aggressive and
prompt action and I'm going to
give it to them."
As for other domestic priorities, Clinton listed universal
health care, campaign and lobbying reforms and his proposal calling for national service to pay off
college loans.
He said he was charting a security and foreign policy agenda
that "keeps the defense of this
country the strongest in the
world and deals with the necessity to downscale."
After announcing the transition staff additions, Clinton
said Cabinet and other senior appointments would have to wait a
bit, while he studies whether to
make dramatic changes in the
direction of major government
agencies.
On other matters, Clinton:
• Said he would keep his promise to lift the ban on homosexuals
in the military but first "I want to
consult with a lot of people about
what our options are, including
people who may disagree with
me about the ultimate merits."
• Declined to say whether he
would invite former presidential
rival Ross Perot to a pre-Christmas economic summit in Little
Rock. "There is not going to be
much posturing and show about
this," Clinton said. "It's going to
be a lot of work."

UGLY contest
winner declared
by Jason Peslikis
city reporter

During the month of October several local bars got UGLY.
They participated in an annual nationwide contest - Understanding Generous Lovable You - created to raise money to
fight multiple sclerosis.
One of this year's winners, Howard's Club H, has been participating in the contest for more than 10 years and has participated longer than any other area establishment.
The bar's efforts were recognized Wednesday night at the
Multiple Sclerosis Society's annual UGLY inaugural ball, when
it received the first place trophy in the Findlay/Bowling Green
division and placed third overall in Northwest Ohio.
UGLY bartender contest coordinator Sue Slattery said Howard's Club H was close to winning the first place title for Northwest Ohio.
"They were really at the top for a long time, but an Archbold
tavern pulled ahead at the end," said Slattery.
Slattery said Howard's Club H managed to raise more than
$2,500. The total amount of money raised from all bars this year,
$24,265, was lower than last year.
Slattery attributes the drop in funds to the poor economy.
"We really found a lot of these bars are struggling to survive
and keep open," Slattery said. "It does take a lot of effort."
Every participating establishment elects one individual to be
the 'UGLY bartender,' and this year the honor went to Howard's
Club H manager Jim Grant.
Mark Boggs was designated campaign manager in order to
spread the work load. Boggs lined up area bands and oversaw
the campaign for Howard's Club H.
Grant said Howard's Club H likes participating in the event
because it is a good cause.
"We hope to have some events outside of the UGLY campaign
this year," he said.
Grant said different avenues were taken in order to raise
funds for the MSS.
"We had 50-50 drawings, raffled off a night-out package and
auctioned off things people had donated," he said. "We also had
an all-day event, with a Polka run, hog roast and live music -- a
donation was suggested at the door."

Class gets 'real world' experience Clinic specializes
Sociology students predict political outcomes at 20 precincts
in women's health
by Chris Abbruzzese
campus reporter

A University Sociology 101
class had the opportunity to participate in a practical learning
experience last Tuesday as they
helped predict election results
for Toledo Channel 11 news.
University sociology professor
Richard Zeller told students, "I've got an opportunity to give you
some real world experience to
provide a potentially enjoyable
and certainly interesting experience in the use of survey
research."
About 80 students participated
in the voluntary class assignment
that consisted of conducting exit
polls to predict the 13 different
political races in Toledo and
Lucas County. Exit polling consists of sending people out to the
voting precincts in Toledo and
Lucas County and having them

"hi sociology we talk a lot about people and
we do a lot of reeding in books. I wanted
my students to see some people. They will
get far more cultural diversity in this
experience than they will pick up from any
book."
Richard Zeller, University sociology
professor
ask people as they come out of
the polls who they voted for, Zeller said.
"We sent people to 20 different
precincts that were representative of virtually every ethnic, socio-economic and cultural group
around the Toledo area," Zeller
said.
Students could sign up for preferred times to work at the polls
and had the extra incentive of doing the research in place of doing

Fall 1993 Listings Are Available.
Good Locations Close To Campus.
Hurry! Only a few left for second semester.
Leases beginning January 2,1993.
Call for more information at:

352-0717

required weekly essay assignments.
University student Mike Chomos said that even though the
hardest part was getting up for
the 6 a.m. shift, it was a rewarding experience.
"I bettered my understanding
of how survey research Is done,"
Chomos said. "Besides, once you
got up and out there, it was fun."

Of the 13 elections the class
surveyed, their exit polls picked
the winners for all 13 election
races within 3 percent.
"This is one of the few examples where you can check that
you are right," Zeller said.
"Ordinarily, when you do a
survey of 2,000 people you don't
ask the 200,000 people in the
population," Zeller said. "This is
a circumstance where we did because we had those 200,000 people's final vote totals."
Zeller said he hopes students
will gain something more than
they will ever be able to interpret
from a sociology book.
"In sociology we talk a lot
about people and we do a lot of
reading in books," he said. "I
wanted my students to see some
people. They will get far more
cultural diversity in this experience than they will pick up from
any book."

USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG USG

ATTENTION:
ALL ORGANIZATIONS
Apply today lor an organizational
Representative seat in USG.
• Applications can be picked up in
405 Student Services.
• Due back by Friday, Nov. 20
.
by 5:00 in 405 Student Services GlHP
•Have a Voice in USG!!

Greenbriar Inc.
UUUUUUUUUUULj

by Jane Kllgore
student life reporter

In situations where women who
have been violated visit the
center, a standardized rape kit is
The Women's Health Clinic is a available to collect medical evivaluable resource for female dence with the patient's written
students, offering health infor- consent.
mation, affordable examinations
"Being able to explain the legal
and an experienced staff.
"Anybody with women's health options to the patients and to
concerns, from information make further contacts for them
about birth control, sexually makes this transition a lot easier
transmitted diseases, breast con- and comfortable," Hoffman said.
cerns, menstrual problems or
even nutrition are encouraged to
All information at the clinic is
utilize the center," physician confidential and no facts are givTeresita Domini said.
en out to anyone - whether a
The staff is composed entirely boyfriend, parent or friend of women, providing a more rewithout the patient's consent.
laxing environment for patients
Prices are very reasonable at
and particularly first-time visitors. Also, the nurses are trained the clinic, as compared to
practitioners, which gives them Planned Parenthood and other
more experience in their field doctors' offices. Office visits are
than a registered nurse.
free, while pap smears cost $10.
"What is wonderful about our All those visiting the clinic that
women's health staff is that they are sexually active are tested for
are extremely involved in wom- sexually transmitted diseases en's health issues," said Health which is an additional $17 - makEducation Director Jeanne ing the altogether examination
Wright. "At least three of the $27. "Usually we suggest that all
practitioners take a special in- women beginning at the age of
terest in eating disorders."
18, especially those who are sexNurse clinician Barbara Hoff- ually active, should have an anman has been trained in special nual breast exam and pap
issues related to sexual assault. smear," Domini said.

HOME FALCON VOLLEYBALL
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ATTTA©KI!

FRIDAY 7:00 P.M.
BOWLING GREEN vs. MIAMI
SATURDAY 7:00 P.M.
BOWLING GREEN vs. OHIO

Work to cultivate the buckle-up habit.
It could save your life.
lit"' <r.<t^rM..na,*wnrfiun«r'i>nr*iH»ofAim4,vnl>qnl 44

The Falcons and Redskins are
currently tied for 1st in the MAC
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HEY MOM AND DAD...

HOME FALCON
HOCKEY TONIGHT!

1. A„ 11

Ihe little Sheja
WELCOMES PARENTS
• Gifts • Cards • BGSU Clothing & Souvenirs
Hours: Monday - Friday 8:00 AM - 4:45 PM, Phone: 372-2962

BOWLING GREEN vs. KENT
FRIDAY 7:00 P.M.
TICKETS AVAILABLE
DOORS OPEN 6:00 PM
Call 372-2762 for more information

UNIVERSITY UNION
m
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XDC

1-800-332-AIDS
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Welcome Parents!
Congratulates...
Parents of tt}
\

Dob ond Drendo Gaul!
porents of Bil Gau!

WELCOME PARENTS
i

Parents Weekend Special

Thanks to our sponsors:

Buy one FOOTLONG,
Get one FREE

President's Office; SAO; University
Bookstore; Bob Evans; Easystreet
Cafe'; Grounds for Thought; Hotel
Lobby Donuts; Klever's Jewlers;
Klotz Flower Farm and Myles'
Flowers.

(Free sub must be of equal or lesser value)
(Limit one coupon per customer per visit)

Saturday, November 14
ONLY
Woodland Mall Subway ONLY

DON'T MISS IT - YOU'LL LOVE LT

*SUBWtW*

'Holiday
Open House

Woodland Mall
353-0204

at
THE 'NEW
PILLS 'N' PfKKRGCS
NOVEMBER 14 & 15

HOTn
NOW

STUDENTS - BRING MOM AND DAD IN AND
RECEIVE A FREE GIFT. ALSO, DON' T FORGET

* STUDENT SHOPPING SUNDAY *
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6.

100 % Pure Beef Burgers & More

THE NEW

1

PILLS 'N PACKAG€S
111 RAILROAD ST. (Behind Hardbodies) 352-1693

Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Double Cheeseburger
Big Dbl. Deluxe

39<2
490
990
$1.19

Big Dbl. Deluxe w7 Cheese
Double Olive Burger

$1.29
$1.29

Double Olive w/ Cheese

$1.39

Chicken Deluxe

$1.19

includes the basic plus mayo, tomato, lettuce

Includes the basic plus mayo, tomato, lettuce

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MONEY SAVING COUPON

All burgers include the basics: ketchup, mustard 4 pickle.
Onions on request.

Best Buys in Town
Burger, Reg. Fries & Reg. Drink

W%

Fries

Regular 39© Bonus

DEPARTMENT STORES
^t^
Jfl
^J* ^^^^
^lfc| Mfl^
^AM ^^^^
^J^
W^^^W

OFF
ANY

Present your purchase
totalling $50 or more, full
sales tax included. Hills will
then give $5 off that total
with this certificate. Good
,or
in-stock merchandise
only, one certificate per
transaction. Photo copies
not accepted. Offer not
valid on purchase of
cigarettes or existing

Pepsi
Diet Pepsi
Mountain Dew
Orange Slice t«tv»fe«v»u6»>

Lipton Iced Tea
Coffee (Decaf)

39(2
39(2
39(2
39(2
39<2
39(2

Bonus Size

59(2
59(2
59(2
59(2
59(5

«00fluT)O15O
Customers must bring In
the coupon to receive
M
coupon value.
A I UlJl^^
Full sales tax will be charged Wj | [ i /, W
on your total purchase price. ^J

44 oz Big Bolt.

890
89(2
890
89(2
89(2

KWWIM-iNXi IM'HH,l0M*OH*IX*f~Ut£ »••■••»«■ "

HOURS:

WERE SUCH A 6REAT VALUE,
WE'VE EVEN LOWERED
THE COMPETITION'S PRICES.
A fi/viyihirtg happens vvhen Hot'nNovv» comes to town The other guys start dropping
their prices Remember that burger you bought from them last week' This wee* it s cheaceMaybe that's Because at Hot 'n Now. our regular size Burgers are 39c all the time We've also
got hot dekious fries and refreshing Peps* for the same low price So the ne<t time you're
looking for the best value in town, remember this We're hpt They re not

$50 PURCHASE (TaTlncluded)

ifflfc

Size 590

Thirst Quenching Drinks
Regular

F-

$1.17

Fabulous Fries

A

*^ nrw
IMS IS TW liGAl lAjMtO -IUV»0 THAT YOU MAVf TO IttAO SO THAT VOU DON7

TRY ro ran us re* » AW SAY UKI. rnvwc. TO OF A IMND WW CM WTTM
YOURIOX wtKNOWYomrvn wi KNOW MOW vouonwr. SCDONTTIIV

OFFER EXPIRES
10-21-92
O'WVNtaK

Colored Ink

ANY tUHW STU» OWY1 KMCMMA NO PUKMSI VKISSA»Y THAT'S TO
(MfHAsra n* wo«o mi i» ABCM or* coot* «»vrsn COUTON NOT
VAUO WITH ANY 0TH<« Offta CASH VAim S '/» 0> A CiNT SO YOU WOUU)
HAV! TO K A "XTTV MTHBT1C HJtSON -0 SAVi U> IW1KTY C0WO6 JUST TO
GIT A lOUS' KWT iSXCiAUY WHIN YOU CAN GUT SOW GMAT rO0O
KSTU0 «T»A»-nCMri<0«STAUIlANTSO»Y 0W(aww< D.c.31. IBM

Mon. - Wed.:
10 a.m. - 12 a.m.
Thurs.-Sat.:
10 a.m.-3 a.m.
Sun.: 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

1502E. Woostcr
353-5135

U
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Restaurant, Entertainm
In New York it's

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
1

$

♦
♦
♦

PARENTS WEEKEND SPECIAL
—g--rv n r\ n n-

2

t

Buy one sweatshirt at regular price, and receive a

1^

5*

^<*ft

In Bowling Green it's
fAfirtty "Threads.
126E.Wooster

/

ILL

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 8-6 • Friday 8-5 • Saturday 9-5
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

♦

352-9677

SPECIAL PARENTS DAY HOURS
OPEN SATURDAY 9-5:30

Here's a

to hold down
expenses!

♦
♦
♦

M

113 Railroad Sr.
352-9302
Now is the time
to start looking
for housing for '93 - '94.

)U^BA
BAR & GRILL
Located in Woodland Mall next lo Hills

Welcome Parents!

352-8228

Stop in for a complete
listing and information.

Bring your parents for lunch or dinner

# Join us before the game!
Deli Style Buffet $4.95
# After the game
Deluxe Buffet $9.95

Friday nite - All you can eat Fish
Saturday nite - Steak & Prime Rib Specials

Open
Mon - Fri 8.00 - 5.00

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

t♦

o

great way

MANAGEMENT

Sale Effective: 11/9/92 thru 11/14/92

♦
♦
♦
♦

Mom, Dad or Parents Sweatshirt at 25% off.

o
IS

Come see us after the game

I
•L,

NO RESERVATIONS NEEDED
vv v

*

ONE DAY

priLY-

SALE!

'A
£«

featuring carved Roast Sirloin,
BBQ Ribs, Chicken, Ham, Lasagna,
& Much, Much Morel

# Full cocktail service
across from Football Stadium
OPEN: Sunday Brunch $5.95

/m

'AT TH! 10061

354-2535
ari

Saturday, November 14

.20% offe

otopewide

THE IMDWEST'S PREtlllERE
ITALIAQ RESTAURART

techpoa a Kad> Stem NOT litduM

We have the Famous Brands you're looking
("^ for, at prices to fit any budget! O •
Aigner • Bus • Bellini • Broadway • Tretom • Connie • Dexter • Dlesse
Dingo • Easdand • Hush Puppies • Impo • Netdeton • N ike • Ui Clalbome
Madeline Stuart • Mlnnetonka • MootsJes Tootsies • Naturallzer • Nicole
RJ Colt • Reebok • K Swiss and many more.

SHoe senscmon

(jP lie Pvijtee 7><U* At 7«fc Perfect P-Ucc

Woodland Mall
BOWLING GREEN

FOR PARENTS DAY RESERVATIONS CALL,

381-8822
2121 S. Reynold* Rd., Toledo, Ohio
ACROSS FROM SOUTHWYCX MALL/OPEN DAILY U am. TO 2:30 am.

-
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FALCON FOOTBALL HOME FINALE TOMORROW!

Pictiufe
Place

.wfltfw
tf

in the University Union

WELCOME TO BGSU
MOM AND DAD!!!

The Picture Plate

BG VS. BALL STATE
Saturday -1:00 P.M.!!

$1.00 off
film developing

WIN A LAS VEGAS BOWL PACKAGEI
Five Las Vegas Bowl Packages, which Include three nights
lodging and two game tickets, will be given away at Saturday's
gome Just purchase a gome program to enter.

(must present coupon at the time of purchase)
Expires 11/20/92

Student Group Recognition Day co-sponsored by the BG News

'■'Xiivm***

SPLIT IT WITH
SOMEONE YOU LOVE,

Bowling Green: E Wooster across Irom Doyt Perry Stadium

PARENTS DAY
SPECIALS
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

The Unique Boutique
IM E Com I Si

STEAK & SEAFOOD

BRUNCH $4.99

BoirimgGiMn.OHI.J40?
410 342)306

PARENTS DAY SALE
ECUADORIAN SWEATERS $50 or 2 for $90
GLOVES $8 Reg. $10
Two SIDED SILK SCREEN TIE DYES $16 Reg. $24
LARGE SELECTION

9am - 2pm

valid Nov. 13- 15

Ask lor your favorite Subway sub as a loollong Super Sub
and you'll get twice the meat. We'll pile it high on (resh
baked bread and stuff it with free fixin's.
Get it on the double at Subway.
828 South Main
at Napoleon
354-2608

Food&Spiriis
Where good friends & good times meet
• Happy Hours Daily till 7pm
• Entertainment 6 Nites Weekly
• Monday Night Football -104 Wings

SIRLOIN t- 55
55
TIPS $5*
* includes buffet

NEW LOCATION!
524 East Wooster
at Manvllle
352-8500

iSUBiuay*

November 12,13,14 - Sky Dogs - Parents Weekend
November 19, 20, 21 - The Hecks
November 26, 27, 28 - The Ray Band
Sundays - Groovemaster
Tuesdays - Karaoke Contest
Wednesdays - Johnny Rodriguez

WELCOME PAREVrS!
99 < SUB
Btry any Footiong tub and

large drink at regular price and
pel one of equal or lesser
vokj.br 99«

FREE SUB
Buy Any two iubf ond

o« *>e iKird tub of equol
orUurvoWRH

A"gnnnngtJ!iri

WELCOME TO BOWLING GREEN
FROM

0>aa>a>«t(a.aHM/ll>n

CESSES

eeGce Book

BeeGee Book

BeeGee Book

BeeGee Book

PARENTS DAY
SPECIAL

B.G. 'S FINEST RESTAURANT
Serving N.W. Ohio for nearly 40 years...

$21.95 Mom or Dad Sweatshirts
(Regularly $31.95)
&

other selected sportswear on sale

BEEGEE BOOKSTORE
(Across From Harshman)
353-2252
BocGee Book

BeeGee Book

BeeGee Book

BeeGee Book

&>*

BeeGee Book

Make Your Parents'
Weekend Extra Special By
Dining With US
• All Your Favorite Snacks.Sandwiches,
tc Cocktails
• Extensive Dinner Menu Featuring
Steaks, Prime Rib, and Seafood
• Freshly Baked Breads and Desserts
• Deluxe Prime Rib and Seafood Buffet
on the Weekend

163 S. MAIN STREET
352-2595
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Enjoy Your Weekend!
CHINESE B AMERICAN RESTAURANT

THE

ptfoewx PALACE,*,

COPY SHOP

117 East Court St. B.G.

INC
352-4068

•
•
•
»

Resume Special $25.00
includes one page laser page set resume
25 copies, 25 blank sheets
and 25 blank envelopes

Authentic Chinese Cuisine
Specializing in Hong Kong Cooking
Serving Lunch & Dinner
Daily Specials

183 S. Main. 354-3277
Tue». - Thurs.: 11-9, Sat.: 11-10, Sun.: 12-8

s

JC PENNEY Co. — Bowling Green
Parents Weekend Sale

SALE 39.99 BOMBER JACKET
MEN'S OUTERWEAR
ON SALE

I A Reg. S65. SI. John's Bay bomber |ackel ol
cotton/ polyester Assorted colors. Sizes S-XL.

SALE 99.99 LEATHER JACKET

ILL YOUNG MErYs
SWEATERS ON SALE

■ B Reg. 139.99. Weekends leather bomber
lacket with etand-up collar, Iront storm (lap with
snaps and leather elastic waist. Sizes S-XL

SALE 34.99 Boys PARKA

»*

C. Reg. 39.99. The Original Arizona Jean
Company plaid-lined paika of polyester/cotton with
polyester fill. Detachable hood. Sizes 4-7.

.

Uh prtcn criflcliM Ihrougil KoMrtfr IB.

SALE 17.99 WEEKENDS* SWEATER
D Reg. $22. Ramie/cotton crewneck sweater with
twisted yam look. Sizes S-XL
Sale 21.99 Reg S32. V-neck cable sweater.

SALE 2/S35 TOMATO® RUGBY SHIRT
1 E. Reg. S22 each. Choose from color-blocked or
striped cotton rugby shirts in assorted colors.
Sizes S-XL.

*—70'
"OUTER

2 FOR $40 TOMATO® AND
SHAH SAFARI® PRINT SHIRTS
F II purchased separately, S26.
A wide variety ol styles and pnnts are available in
these Polyester/cotton shirts. Sizes S-XL.

FLEECE
AND KNIT SHIRTS

2 FOR S40 BUGLE BOY® FLEECE TOP
G II purchased separately, $28. Polyester/cotton
fleece lop m assorted colorsSizes S-XL.

SALE 17.99 YOUNG MEN'S SLACKS
I H Reg. $25, Bugle Boy all-cotton pleated
casual panls in assorted colors. Young Men's Sizes.
■ Sale 17.99 Reg. $28. City Streets polyester/
rayon gabardine pleated pants. Assorted colors.
Young Men's Sizes.
S.I. 0nc«t *Nc(ti>. tlvwf*, Ho.«mb«' 31.

HILDREN'S
EAR ON SAL

ALL YOUNG MEN'S
SLACKS ON SALE

H

SAVE
10 TO 25%
ON ALL MENS
UNDERWEAR AND
HOSIERY

SALE

SALE

SALE

SALE

25%OFF

20 TO 25%OFF

20 TO 50% OFF

25% OFF

FAMOUS NAME
LINGERIE

ALL
WOMENS BOOTS
AND
BOOTIES

ALL
DRESSES AND
SUITS

FLEECE
SEPARATES
FOR HER

SALE

Save On

11.99 each

YOUNG MENS

SALE 20% OFF
NFL, NCAA, NBA TEAM
APPAREL
INCLUDING: BOWLING GREEN

MENS SWEAT
PANTS AND
SWEATSHIRTS

LEVl®
JEANS
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Are you one of ISO's
Most wauled men
Jeff Harst
Paul Edwards
Scott Chamberlain
Todd Hines
Chad Sanders
Billy Price
Mike Goeke
Mike Maurer
Brian Miller
Grady Slack
Ted Garaghty
Chris Cox
Eric Watson
Kirk Whiteman
Rick Hicks
Paul Disantis
Matt Morelli
Terry Stolley
Rick Rupp
Jamie Collins
Mike Calcagno
Mike Smythe
Tim Fether
Aaron Trantina
Drew Benigar
Dave Willis
Mike Laplante
Thomas Lucido
Kit Nickel
Jim Wilson
Ted Grambo
Dave Tedrow
Anthony Wolaver
Tony Maholatos
Patrick Smith
Greg Lopeman
Shawn Carroll
Dave Dickson
Mike Shaffer
Dave Stubblebine
Brent Rohrs
Brad Rohlfs
Shane McAvinew

Greg Kucera
Al Koterlia
Dan Driskell
Mike Gladieux
Ryan Dell
Jim Fogerty
John Weisenbach
Scott Plewacki
Brian Keefe
Dave Draper
Mike Yon
Josh Gutmore
Derek Best
Mike Harley
Kris Carrisalez
Greg Murphy
Craig Campbell
Tim Shonk
Doug Fox
Brent LeGris
John Pierchala
Jason Dolliver
Will Clarke
Don Petroff
Jeff Miller
Mark Morris
Chris Ricketts
Doug Thompson
JeffGrisez
Jason Storandt
Doug Grace
Dave Caniglia
Troy Ouhl
Dante Orsini
Bryan Carter
Brian Partee
Craig Grinnan
Craig Ritchey
Dave Burch
Jason Bowman
Doug Stephens
Hans Sanderson
Brent Cobb

Jailbreak
November 14, 1992

Sports
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Falcons look to step over BSU
The Bowling Green football
team takes its final step toward
the inaugural Las Vegas Bowl
when it hosts the Mid-American
Conference's second place Ball
State Saturday.
The Falcons will be hoping to
rack up their 16th consecutive
conference victory to tie them
with Miami for the team with the
most straight MAC wins. BG enters the contest 7-0 in the MAC
and 8-2 overall. Ball State is 5-3
in the league and S-S overall.
While Bowling Green has
already wrapped up its second
consecutive MAC title, head
coach Gary Blackney still said
there is a lot more they want to
accomplish. Besides the consecutive win record, Blackney would
like to see a victory against Ball
State because it will build momentum for the Silver Bowl.
"This is a game of respect,"
outside linebacker Kevin O'Brien
said. "After the game last year,
their players were talking trash,
saying they should have beat us,
so this is our turn to prove them
wrong."
Spotlighted this weekend
should be senior flanker Mark
Szlachcic, who needs just one
catch to become the career reception leader in both the MAC
and in school history. Szlachcic
must get that catch in the Ball
State game because postseason
appearances don't count toward
NCAA records. But one catch
shouldn't pose a problem from
The BC Ncwi/Tlm Norman
the Falcon receiver because he
has caught a pass in 35 straight
BG tight end Ryan McElroy keeps his eye on the ball as it spirals games and has had at least four
downward towards his hands. The Falcons host Ball State at 1 p.m. this catches in 20 of BG's last 22
match-ups. Szlachcic's 176 caSaturday afternoon.

reer receptions tie him with BG's
Stan Hunter for the No. 1 position
for both the Falcons and the
league.
Looking to contain Szlachcic
will be Cardinal head coach Paul
Schudel. Schudel's No. 1 weapon
is tailback Corey Croom, who has
rushed for 1,130 yards this
season and is averaging 4.0 yards
per carry. Croom and Ball State
are coming off a heartbreaking
10-9 loss to Toledo in which
Croom was held to just 47 yards
rushing.
"Corey Croom has had an outstanding year," Schudel said.
"There are a lot of outstanding
backs in this league, whether
one's the best or not, Corey's an
awfully good player who's proven back-to-back 1,000-yard
seasons, and not many backs are
able to go through this league
with that success.
"Corey does everything. He
catches the ball, he blocks and he
even plays special teams."
Overall, Bowling Green holds a
12-6 edge against the Cardinals,
including a tight 14-13 victory
last season. It was a game that
saw BG's offense stall throughout the contest while it took a
27-yard Carlos Brooks interception return for a touchdown and
BSU all-time leading kicker
Kenny Stucker to miss three
field goals for the Falcons to win.
It was a game Schudel still
thinks about.
"We finished on kind of a high
and a low note," Schudel said.

\

Swimmers host
Eastern Michigan
The men's and women's swim teams will hust Eastern Michigan today in their first home dual meet of the year.
Both teams will be in for some serious competition, as the
EMU men are the defending MAC champions and the women are
of a similar calibre to that of BG.
"For the men, it's going to be our toughest meet of the
year,"coach Brian Gordon said. "They've been the MAC champs
for 12 years running and they are as strong as ever. We need to
not be allowed to be Intimidated by them. We'll try to win the
first event and go from there.*'
The women, plagued with various injuries, will also have
strong competition from the Eastern women.
"We swam well last week against Notre Dame, but I'm concerned that the women may not be as mentally ready for this
meet as they were for the last. The Eastern women could pose a
threat if they come in with an emotional high from their performance last night. We will have no room for error in this meet,
and a large contribution will have to come from our divers."
Both meets begin at 6 p.m. at Cooper Pool.

Bowling Green vs. Ball State
•Compa ring the Teams*
Total Offense:
Rushing Offense:
Passing Offense:
Scoring Offense:
Tolal Defense:
Rushing Defense:
Passing Defense:
Scoring Defense:
Turnover Margin:

BGSU
382.1
156.7
225.4
25.1
333.9
136.8
197.1
19.5
-0.20

BSU
292.2
127.1
165.1
16.5
351.2
165.0
186.2
20.5
+0.20

4J FALCON FOOTBALL HOME FINALE TOMORROW 1:0D P.M....PEBBY STADIOM

Student Group Recognition Day
What follows is a list of
the groups which arc offically
recognized by the University
who returned their forms for
today's Student Group Recognition Day. The groups were
also recognized in The BG
News, a co-sponsor for the
promotion. Along with a
listing of each group that
responded is some of the
accomplishments of the
organization. Thanks to all
the groups who participated
this year.
Active Christians Today
• Last spring, helped renovate a building to house
a local congregation
in Toronto.
Advertising Club
• Took fourth place at 5th
District American
Advertising Federation
competition last spring.
African Peoples Association
• First place, World Student
Association for thcircultural booth display.
Alpha Gamma Delta
• #1 among the BGSU
women's sororities in
number of community
service hours served.
Alpha Omicron Pi
• 1992 Chapter Excellence
Award, 1992 Community
Service Award.

Alpha Phi Omega
• Hosted sectional conference, participant in Wheel
ing for Wood Lane.

Circle K International
• Hosted Circle K International Service Day and
craft show last spring.

Japanese Club
• Participated in the Japanese American Business
Conference last spring.

American Marketing
Association
• 1991-92 Outstanding Mid
western regional chapter.

Delta Zeta
• All-sorority intramural
sports champions last
year, Delta Zeta National
Activities Award.

Kappa Delta
• Won four spirit awards at
fraternity/sorority events
last year.

Omicron Delta Kappa
• Speaker at 1992 BGSU
Leadership Conference
was the national president
ofODK.
Pan-Hellenic Council
• Formerly Black Greek
Council, now chartered
with national headquarters.

Kappa Kappa Gamma
• Earned the Chapter Efficiency Award at sororities
national convention last
summer.

Phi Kappa Tau
• Earned the Administrative
Excellence Award at
fraternities national
convention.

Kappa Sigma
• Had the best GPA of
all fraternities at the
University.

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
• Host of BGSU High
School Orchestra Festival.

American Production &
Inventory Control Society
• Gold Circle Award for
excellence in student
chapter management.
Beta Alpha Psi
• Participated in Wood
County Senior Citizen
tax clinic and served
meals to senior citizens.
Caribbean Association
• Hosted 7th annual One
Love Reggae Party and
8th annual Tribute to
Robert Marley.
Cheerleaders
• Placed second in a UCA
competition for Division
I-A teams behind only
Ohio State.
Chi Omega
• Had the best active chapter
and total chapter GPA for
spring semester, 1992.
Christian Outreach Bible
Ministry
• Christian fellowship
seminar.

Elementary Education
Advisory Board
• Conducted seminars on
several topics for education majors.
Environmental Action
(iroup
• Organized Earth Day 1992
activities on campus,
including 5K running race.
BGSU Falconettes
• University's precision iceskating team, will perform
at five BGSU homes
games this season.
Fashion Merchandising
Association
• Designed to promote
fashion and related fields,
hold fashion shows and
monthly meetings.
Honors Student Association
• Participated in the Mid
Eastern Honors Association Alcohol Awareness
Week.

Friends of the Deaf
• Raised money for a deaf
school in Mexico, promoted deaf awareness on
campus.
Lacrosse Team
• Falcon Cup champions,
MAC Tournament
runner-up.
National Student Speech,
Language & Hearing
Association
• Visited St. Vincent's
children's ward for Halloween, raised money
to support COSI project.

Pommerettes
• Help coordinate Homecoming activities, sponsor
a family at Christmas.
Psi Chi
• Award two book scholarships and Psychology
Professor of the
Year Award.
Resident Student Association
• Sponsored the MDA
Supcrdance for musculardystrophy and homecoming window splash.
Sigma Chi
• Won fraternity/sorority
challenge for Special
Olympics.

Student Art Education
• Attended Ohio An
Education Association
Conference.
Student Organizations
Leadership Development
• Host annual leadership
conference, a monthly
workshop scries and
numerous receptions.
Theta Alpha Phi
• Collecting recyclable cans
for educational field trip
for local 4th grade class.
Undergraduate Alumni
Association
• Sponsor the largest campus
fundraiser with their Finals
Week Survival Kits.
Undergraduate Student
Government
• Led biggest turnout among
schools in Ohio at USG/
OSA Budget Crisis Rally
in Columbus.
University Ambassadors
• Assist with many community service events, host
the Toledo Symphony
Gala Event.
Men's Club Volleyball
• Won the Baldwin-Wallace
Tournament, had overall
record of 27-18.
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BG picked to finish 4th in MAC
by Steve Seasly
assistant sports editor
"I like my team. I like the people I have. I'm a fortunate man.
As a coach, I couldn't ask for a
better situation."
Miami head basketball coach
Joby Wright should be happy.
His Redskins, last season's MidAmerican Conference champions, have been selected as the
conference preseason favorite.
The Redskins return four starters from last year's squad that
battled North Carolina in the
second round of the NCAA Tournament before bowing out to the
talented Tar Heels, 68-63.
However, Wright isn't dusting
off his trophy mantle just yet.
"Saying four starters are returning is quite deceiving. Last
year, we brought a lot of scoring
off the the bench. Now, we have
to replace a lot of scoring," he
said.
Wright will have a lot of resumes to evaluate. They all look
promising. Sophomore Derek
Cross and senior Scott Belyeu
form a potential powerhouse in
the backcourt while seniors
Craig Michaelis and Matt
Kramer, along with junior John
McKenna, provide the bulk up
front to guard the interior.
The Bowling Green Falcons
were picked to place fourth in the
MAC. BG is presumed to be one
of four teams that will challenge
the Redskins for the crown. BG
boasts an experienced backcourt
consisting of seniors Michael
Huger (12.1 points) and Vada
Burnett (9.1 points) and last
year's MAC Freshman of the
Year, Shane Kline-Ruminski. A
foot injury to Burnett has slowed
his progress, and his future is
uncertain.
Miami's Wright did not hesitate when asked to name one
player in the league who had the

greatest impact on that person's shooter and the son of former BG walking wounded. Hunsaker con"Sam Brown did an outstandtends that this year's club will ing job for me at Northeastern
respective team.
great Howard Komives.
"Huger is one of the most outAccording to Larranaga, lack the athleticism that has be- Oklahoma A&M," Gipson said. "I
standing players in the confer- Western Michigan, Ball State and come a common characteristic at feel comfortable when the ball is
ence," Wright said. "He is an ex- Eastern Michigan will join BG's Ball State. Key losses include in his hands. The junior college
tension of the coach on the court. persistent hunt of the Redskins.
Keith Stalling (13.2 points), players are extremely important
He is a great leader for Bowling
"Western Michigan clearly has Chandler Thompson (11.1 points) to our team. I don't think they
Green."
the best one-two-three punch in and Mike Spicer (5.3 points).
will be awed night in and night
BG head coach Jim Larranaga the conference in terms of
out by the great play of athletes
agrees the combination of Huger [Ebon] Sanders at the point,
Eastern Michigan failed to live in the MAC."
and Burnett can only pay diviup to the high expectations bedends for the Falcons as the
According to Akron coach
stowed on them last season as
Mid-American Conference
season progresses.
they concluded a dismal season Coleman Crawford, "the MAC
1992-93
Men's
Basketball
"We have some veterans who
at 9-22 and eighth in the MAC. will be a great challenge for
Pre-Season Poll
them" in the school's first year in
have proven that they can comThis year could be different.
pete at this level," Larranaga
"We were a good team last the league. Senior guard Mike
1. Miami 387 (29)
said. "Huger is very hungry. He
year, and I think we will be bet- Alberts (15 points) leads a talis one of the outstanding players
2. Ball State (320 (6)
ter this year," Eagle coach Ben ented group of Zips that lack only
in the country. He has all the
experience.
3. Western Michigan 296 (2)
Braun said.
skills necessary to have a great
4. Bowling Green 290 (2)
Bryant
Kennedy,
absent
from
season. Burnett has a broken
Central Michigan coach Keith
5. Eastern Michigan 230(1)
all practices to date because of a Dambrot vows to "take the
fifth metatarsal in his foot. We
6. Toledo 165
skin disorder, averaged 14 points coaching out of the game" when
don't know how quickly his in7. Central Michigan 163
last season and forward Chris his club hits the court Dec. 1
jury will heal.
8. Akron 156
Pipkin, a 6-5 junior, tallied 13.5 hosting Lake Superior. Dam"Shane [Kline-Ruminski] is be9.
Ohio
144
points during last year's cam- brot's athletic club must find a
ing tutored by [assistant coach]
10.
Kent
49
paign.
Marc Iavaroni along with Jerry
replacement for last year's AllFrancis, a former outstanding
MAC performer Darian McKinLarranaga claims Eastern will ney (17.7 points, 8.5 rebounds)
player at Ohio State, and we are
seeing positive results in prac- [Derek] Brooks at the two guard remain in the hunt due to its su- Dambrot believes his club's
and [Leon] McGee at the small preme athletic qualities.
"knowledge level is not very
tice."
The Falcons have used the off- forward position. That gives
good."
season to bulk up, hoping to shore them three positions that always
"Eastern is probably the most
Ohio University lost 54 total
up the void left in the pivot since control the tempo," he said.
talented team in the league.
McGee scored 15.1 points per [Theron]Wilson, in my opinion, is points a game from last year's
losing Tom Hall (11.0 points, 7.6
game last season as a sophomore the highest regarded high school squad due to players graduating.
rebounds) from last year's team.
"Last year we were the skin- while Brooks contributed 11.3.
recruit to come into the confer- Coach Larry Hunter must locate
In the words of Miami's ence in my seven years. He was a point guard to distribute the
niest team in America," Larranaga said. "We had five guys that Wright, "Ball State returns the rated as one of the top 50 players ball to an inexperienced supportcouldn't bench press 135 pounds. best big man in the conference in the country as a senior."
ing cast.
Kent State is in the process of
This year, we don't have a guy on without a doubt in [6-7 senior]
If experience is a prerequisite rebuilding a program with great
the team who can't bench press Bill Gillis." However, injuries
22S pounds. We have made a lot have plagued the Cardinals. Gil- to winning a MAC title, Toledo
of progress. [Newcomers] Ra- lis is one of three Cardinal casu- could be in for a long year. The tradition. New coach Dave Grube
mon Knopper [a 6-8 forward] and alties: He underwent exploratory Rockets possess only three re- will stress defense and hope for
James Cerisier [a 6-6 forward] knee surgery and has not re- turning players who have ever the senior leadership of Greg
have the physical ability to help sponded as quickly as had been played in a MAC contest. Five Holman to escalate the level of
newcomers are former junior Kent's play.
us immediately. They have expected.
"He is week to week," Cardinal college performers. Three of
shown signs of being students of
coach Dick Hunsaker said. "We them played for Rocket coach
"Holman isn't afraid of hurting
the game."
BG's perimeter game is don't know how his knee will Larry Gipson at Northeastern young people's feelings on the
strengthened by the return of 6-5 react to the pounding of practice. Oklahoma A&M College. Guards team by providing leadership. To
Sam Brown and Archie Fuller, be successful in this league, you
sophomore Matt Otto (6.9 points) He has reacted a bit slow."
Guard David Hall and forward along with forward Scoop Wil- have to be a good defensive
and freshman guard Shane Komives. Komives is a sharp- David Broz are the two other liams, followed Gipson to Toledo. team," Grube said.
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Bucks
to battle
Indiana
The Associated Press
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. - There
was a time not so long ago when
Indiana on the schedule meant a
sure victory for Ohio State's
Buckeyes. Not to mention a lot of
snickering.
Then the aark days descended
upon Columbus.
"Over the years, I don't think
Ohio State had a whole lot of respect for us. I think they respect
us a little bit more now," said Indiana coach Bill Mallory, who
broke the Buckeyes' domination
with a pair of Hoosier victories, a
tie and two narrow losses over
the past five years.
"And we respect them," he
said. "It's developed into somewhat of a rivalry."
For more than 35 years, it was
a one-sided rivalry.
Indiana had not beaten Ohio
State since 1951 until the Hoosiers won 31-10 at Columbus in
1987. It was Earle Bruce's final
year as Buckeyes coach, and he
called it the "darkest day" in
Ohio State football history.
John Cooper, whose first game
against Indiana was a 41-7 loss at
Bloomington in 1988, doesn't
need to give the Hoosiers any
further motivation. He knows
Indiana, fighting for post-season
bowl consideration as well as
consistency on the field, has designs on another upset on Saturday.
"All of it makes them dangerous. They don't need any incentive to get up for us," said Cooper, whose Buckeyes (7-2, 4-2 Big
Ten) come into Memorial Stadium with a four-game winning
streak and a No. 19 ranking. Indiana (5-4, 3-3) is coming off a
14-0 loss to Iowa, its first shutout
defeat at home since 1981.

/J HOME FALCON HOCKEY TONIGHT VS. KENT, 7 P.M....BRING MOM & DAD!
DON'T MISS IT
YOU'LL LOVE IT

J-CoCidoy
Open 0-iouse
at
THE 'NEW
PILLS N" PnCKRGCS
NOVEMBER 14 & 15

*FREE*

*BOI\US*

TRANSPARENT TAPE
WITH
PURCHASE of 2 ROLLS
GIFT WRAP

50% MORE on each
ROLL GIFT WRAP

BOXED CARDS
PARTY GOODS

ORNAMENTS
ROLL WRAP
ALL 25% OFF BOTH DAYS
FREE GIFTS • REFRESHMENTS • PRIZES

20% OFF

SNOWBERRY BEAR
ONLY $8.95

STUDENTS - BRING MOM AND DAD IN AND
RECEIVE A FREE GIFT. ALSO, DON'T FORGET

* STUDENT SHOPPING SUNDAY *

v&

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1992

PILLS 'N' PACKAG€S

111RAILROAD ST. (Behind Hardbodies) 352-1693

Savings to Celebrate!

Capitol 50th
Anniversary!
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Real Deal vs. Big Daddy

The BG News Sports

Holyfjeld tries to hold off challenge of Bov\e

EDITORS*
CHOICE

Evander "the Real Deal" HolyHeld faces the biggest challenge
of his boxing career Friday night
at the Thomas and Mack Center
at the University of Las Vegas.
For you see, when Holyf ield
jogs down the runway to the ring
and steps through the ropes, he
will have to stare up at the 6'5,"
235-pound countenace of No. 1
ranked contender Riddick "Big
Daddy" Bowe.
Gone will be the ghosts of
Father Time George Foreman
and champion past Larry Holmes. And who only knows where
Bert Cooper, a third-rate replacement of a fighter, who
spends too much time with his
hand in the crack, rather than
cookie jar, will be.
But before any predictions can
be made, the principles of this
fine art of pugilistic f istiana
must be discussed.
Ring Experience
Holyf Ield (284), 22 KOs): After
getting gypped in the "84 Olympics by being disqualified, Holyfield used the disappointment of
settling for a bronze medal as
inspiration for his professional
career. While he fought as a
cruiserweight, Holyf ield took on
all comers, usually chopping
them down before the allotted
rounds were over.
He warred with a veteran,
Dwight Muhammad Quawi, at a
very early stage of his career and
won his first cruiserweight title
from him. Soon after, Holyf ield
bulked up and journeyed to the
land of heavyweights, where he
looked sharp and learned from
fights against Miachael Dokes,
Alex Stewart, Adilson Rodrigues
and Pinklon Thomas.
It's been downhill since, looking bad while defending against
Foreman, Holmes and Cooper.
Bowe (31-0,27 KOs): Since
Bowe had to settle for the silver
medal in the '88 Olympic Games,
he's been on the fast track to
success in the heavyweight division. Bowe has starched fellow
contenders Bruce Seldon (one
round), Rodolfo Marin (two
rounds), Pierre Coetzer (seven
rounds) and Cooper (two rounds).
He also knocked out Holyf ield's
Olympic teammate Tyrell Biggs
when he iced him two years ago
in seven rounds.
The only fight Bowe had trouble with was a bout against Tony
Tubbs in Tokyo when the crafty
Tubbs showed up in the best
shape of his career and almost
upset Bowe while showing him a
forum in boxing decorum.
Advantage: Holyfield
Age and Physical Tools:
Holyfield: Holyfield, who is 30
years old, stands 6'2" and comes
into the bout at an all-time low
since he entered the heavyweight

division at 205 pounds. He has
laid off the punishing weight
training that he usually subjects
himself to before bouts. Holyfield's trainers Georgie Benton
and Lou Duva decided to take
Evander off the weights because
they thought it was sapping his
punching power.

Erik Pupillo

but very hard to put down. Holyfield is from the school of he'll
take one to dish out three or four
out. He gives opposing fighters
difficult angles to hit, but has
never been one to hold his hands
high.
Bowe: Bowe is no defensive
genius himself, but has been able
to ward off punches by leaning
his long body back or smothering
his opponent with his long arms.

Bowe's one bad tendency is
that when he gets tagged, he
Bowe: Is 25 years old and
stands 6'5" and weighs a sculpted often taunts his opponent to show
him the blow didn't hurt, which
235 pounds. Bowe entered his
last fight against Coetzer at a ca- sometimes sets him up for follow-up shots. Bowe will have to
reer-high 245 pounds, though he
take Holyfield a little more sericlaims he hid weights in his
ously if he gets tagged by the
shorts.
champ.
Advantage: Draw.

But before any predictions
can be made, the principles
of this fine art ol pugilistic
fistiana must be discussed.

Only Bowe knows if he's telling
the truth or not. While Holyfield
is one of the best-conditioned
heavyweights of all time, Bowe
has been questioned for his endurance because none of his
bouts go very long.
Many think Bowe's endurance
won't have to tested becasue of
his physical advantages.
Advantage: Bowe.
Best Weapons:
Holyfield: Holyfield's endurance allows him to throw
punches by the flurries and that's
what he does best. He likes to
hook his opponent to the body as
well the head. His best punch is
his left hook, but he did knock
Rodrigues out cold, not cold for a
couple of minutes, but cold to the
point where drool was coming
out of Rodrigues' mouth, with a
right hand.

Holyfield: Has none to speak
of. Has always been easy to hit.

Central
Michigan
at
Western
Michigan

Eastern Youngslown
State
Michigan
at
at
Akron
Toledo

Miami

Western
Michigan

Toledo

Miami

Central
Michigan

Toledo

Western
Michigan

Toledo

Kent
at
Miami

Glen Lubberl (23-7)
Bowling
Green

W

Akron

Erik Pupillo J21-9)

&1

Bowling
Green

Youngslown

State

Steve Seasly (19-11)

Bowling
Green

Miami

Akron

Questions:
Holyfield: Holyfield has to shut
up all the critics that have been
saying he has defended against
third-rate opposition and has
looked poorly in doing so. Can
Evander absorb Bowe's bombs?
Can Evander hurt Bowe?
Bowe: Bowe basically quit in
the gold medal fight against Canada's Lennox Lewis and hasn't
been able to shake the tag of being called a "heartless" fighter
or the next Greg Page. I don't
know which would be worse.
Ferdie Pacheco calls Bowe a
"space case" and he has always
been referred to as a fighter with
a world of potential, but no guts.
Outcome:
Bowe will start the fight off
cautiously, only throwing big
right hands to intimidate Holyfield and keep him at arm's
length. I look for Holyfield to try
to rush Bowe and smother him.
He'll rip shots to Bowe body and
head, but won't shake the man
from Brooklyn.

In the second and third rounds,
Bowe will bounce long steady
Bowe: Bowe's a long-armed
jabs off Holyfield's enisled jaw,
fighter who relies on room
throwing the champion's timing
necessary to generate power in
off. Holyfield will stun Bowe
his punches. He iced Biggs and
with a left hook in the fourth, but
Marin with long rights while he
it will be his last and only hurrah.
stoned Cooper and Seldon with
Because in the fifth, Bowe will
left hooks.
send Holyfield on a long vacation
away from heavyweight chamBowe's biggest weapon Friday pionship fights. Bowe has a
night will be the right uppercut
ticket, in the form of his right
he unveiled against Coetzer. If he hand, to send the champion on a
can force Holyfield away with
one-way trip to Queer Street, not
the uppercut, it will allow him to
to return until the allotted ten
tag him with his long-ranged
seconds are up.
weaponry.
Advantage: Bowe
Defense:

Ball
State
at
Bowling
Green

Erik Pupillo is a junior journalism major and assitant sports
editor who has been calling Bowe
the baddest man from Brooklyn,
even if Mike Tyson was out of jail.

Credit goes to players
by Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
Two years ago, Bowling
Green was putting the finishing touches on a dismal 3-5-2
record. The Falcons haven't
lost a Mid-American Conference game since.
A program headed nowhere,
or at least bobbing along in the
middle of the MAC pack, is
suddenly getting national recognition, playing in bowl
games and exciting its fans.
Did Bowling Green catch
lightning in a bottle? Or was
there an ingenious plan that
transformed underachievers
into champions?
Credit It to talent, to coaching, to luck - anyway you look
at it Bowling Green is 15-0 in
the conference since Gary
Blackney took over two years
ago.
Now the Falcons have only
the regular-season ending
game at home against Ball
State standing between them
and the inaugural Las Vegas
Bowl.
Other MAC games Saturday
find Central Michigan at
Western Michigan, Eastern
Michigan at Toledo, Kent at
Miami of Ohio, and in nonconference matchups. Youngstown State at Akron and Ohio
U. at Colorado State,
Bowling Green is 7-0 in the
MAC and 8-2 overall, riding a

nine-game home winning
streak and capable of tying the
conference record for consecutive MAC wins. Next come
Western Michigan (6-3-1 overall), Akron (6-3) and Ball State
(5-5). all S3 in the MAC, followed by Toledo (6-3) and
Miami of Ohio (5-4-1) at 4-3.
Central is 4-4 in the MAC and
5-5 overall, while Kent (2^,
2-8), Eastern (1-6,1-9) and Ohio
U. (1-7,1-9) are saying wait until next year.
This Weekend In the
Mid-American Conference
Ball Stale at Bowling Green
Kent at Miami
Central Mich ai Western Mich

Eastern Michigan at Toledo
Youngslown State at Akron
Ohio at Colorado State

Two years ago. Bowling
Green's 3-5-2 record made It
sixth in the nine-team MAC.
Western Michigan's Al Molde has his own theory.
"I look through this season
and I see points where you
might say, 'Well, Bowling
Green might have been beaten
by a little better game from
two or three teams.' But somehow they find a way to win," he
says, echoing the words of a lot
of other coaches.
Moide credits the coaching
staff for its game plan and mo-

tivation, but also says the bottom line is talent
'The reality of It is, players
win,*' he says. "You've got to
give a lion's share of it to guys
like (quarterback Erik) White
and (wide receiver Mark)
Szlachcic and (running backs
Zeb) Jackson and (LeRoy)
Smith and their offensive line.
It's kind of snowballed; they
know how to win and they're
certainly on a rolL"
Blackney says the first thing
he changed when he came in
was the players' heads.
"We tried to enhance the
self-esteem," Blackney says.
"We tried to convince them
they were much better than the
level they were playing at And
there's no question success
breeds success. We were able
to start out early and reinforce
it that we could win. And as we
won, we gained confidence.
And the more we won, we
found different ways to win."
It is important to note that
White, the MAC'S most valuable player last season, along
with California Raisin Bowl
MVP Szlachcic Jackson, Smith
and a lot of the offensive line
were already in place when
Blackney came in. All he did
was refine and refecus what
was on hand.
"We do have excellent football players. We're not doing it
here with mirrors and we
never pretended that we
were," Blackney says.

<T HOME FALCON VOLLEYBALL TONIGHT VS. MIAMI AND TOMORROW VS. OHIO
DID YOU KNOW
there is a

BP PROCARE
in

BOWLING GREEN?
WE OFFER...
-FREE Shuttle Service
-FREE Loaner Cars
-18 mo./18,000 mi. Warranty (which ever comes last)
-ASE certified technicians
-Convient Hours (special now through December)
M-F 7 AM - 9 PM
SAT 8 AM - 5 PM
-All Atlas Tires at Sale Prices
-Flush & Fill Cooling System $34.95+ tax
(includes antifreeze)
-Charging & Starting System Diag. Reg. $23.95
NOW $14.95+tax
-Rotate & Balance all 4 tires only $31.80+ tax

The Under graduate Alumni Association
Wishes To Congratulate Its 1992 - 1993 Executive Officers
Michelle Denatale
Christine Owen
Chris Soltis
Heather Wade
Kristin Jennings

President
Vice President
Alumni Relations
Community Service
Fundraising

Heidi Brown
Mella McKenna
Marie Harris
Kim Susbauer
Chis Wagenfuehr
Allen Zink

Homecoming
Master Teacher/Executive Assistant
Public Relations
«
Special Events
Graduate Assistant
Advisor

And The 1992 -1993 Members
Tricia Agler
Shelley Balint
Nathan Boyle
Jodi Chappell
Heather Crow
Amy Faucheaux
Tony Gaver
Beth Gross
Marcy Hartman
Jessica Hendershott
Heidi Honemann
Margarette Jindra
Katherine Kanta

Traci Klepinger
Vanessa Lianas
Christine Marias
Maureen Meyer
Nancy Muscarell
Lori Neff
Jennifer Preston
Brenda Scalzitti
Terri Siebenaler
Pete Steinbrenner
Tara Studer
Jill Warfel
Jill Price

Tiffany Shiffin
Laron Algren
Jennifer Booker
Jillian Burd
Heather Coffee
Matt Darrah
Michael Gaughan
Jennifer Goettemoeller
Erich Gundlach
Laura Helf
Erin Hern
Michelle Jantz
Annette Johnson

Tammy Killian
Tiffany Law
Becky Manis
Barb Martanovic
Amy Mog
Sue Petit
Kristine Powell
Stacy Riesenbeck
Landa Scalzitti
Julieann Soika
Emily Stolz
Krystal Wagner
Amy Wickman

|IS YOUR CAR READY FOR WINTER?
Stop and see Scott Swope or Toby Maxwell today!

275 S. Main
353-3060

Give another chance. Give blood.
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Hockey faces familiar teams Ditka 's terrible
by Alex Bricker
sports writer
Bowling Green will be facing
two familiar teams this weekend when the Kent State University Golden Flashes visit
the Ice Arena Friday at 7 p.m.
and when BG travels to
Western Michigan on Saturday.
The Falcons are coming off a
weekend split, winning 3-1
against Illinois-Chicago on Friday and losing 5-3 to Western
Michigan on Saturday. BG split
the weekend series against
Kent on the weekend of Oct.
30-31, losing 5-2 at the Ice
Arena and winning 5-3 at Kent.
Kent is coming off of a
weekend sweep by Ferris
State, losing 3-2 and 5-4 in
overtime. WMU defeated
Michigan State last Friday 5-3
and Bowling Green on Saturday.
Last weekend, the Falcons
blasted out to an early 2-0 lead
against WMU and like all of the
other CCHA games where the

Falcons struck first, the opposing team ended up victorious.
The Broncos shell-shocked BG
for four goals in 8:01 and that
pretty much put the Falcons
down for the count. Bowling
Green has won each CCHA
game in which they have given
up the first goal.
"We weren't intimidated and

M
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we came out and took charge of
the game and we stayed in the
game even after those five
goals in the second period,"
said coach Jerry York.
Two very bright spots for the
Falcons have been the out-

standing play of Tom Glantz
and Sean Pronger.
Glantz, a sophomore winger
from Riverwoods, 111., has
scored four goals in four
games and has been moved
onto the No. 1 power play line.
Glantz, recruited out of Omaha
in the United States Junior
League for his offensive prowess, wasn't expected to greatly
contribute until after his first
year of play. Currently in his
sophomore year, Glantz has
stepped up his offensive performance for the team right on
schedule.
Pronger, a junior winger out
of Dryden, Ontario, had to sit
out the first game of the season
for a violation of team rules
but has really jumped in scoring six goals and three assists,
putting him in a tie with Brett
Harkins for the team scoring
lead. Four out of six of Pronger's goals have come in the last
two games, with one being a
game-winning goal and two being scored into an empty net.
Starting in goal this weekend
will be Will Clarke on Friday

and Aaron Ellis on Saturday.
That has been the goalie rotation for the Falcons for the past
two series and will continue to
be as such in the near future.
Angelo Libertucci and Nathan
Cressman are continuing to
battle to get back into the rotation.
One player who has not recieved as much recognition as
a Harkins, Pronger or Glantz is
junior defenseman Glen
Mears, who is from Anchorage,
Alaska.
Mears, drafted by the Calgary Flames in the third round in
1990, has four assists on the
season with two of the assists
setting up two of Pronger's
goals last weekend against
WMU.
The defense and the power
play have been the focus of
practice this week. The power
play is a main concern to York.
"We haven't been doing as
well on the power play as I
have wanted to," York said.

Women driving for MAC title
by Mike Slates
sports writer
It doesn't get any better than this.
This is the only way to describe the most
important weekend the Bowling Green volleyball team will have faced so far this
season.
The Falcons, currently tied for first place
in the Mid-American Conference with Miami
and defending league champions, will host
the Redskins and Ohio University on Friday
and Saturday, respectively. Games times are
slated for 7:00 P.M. for both nights.
Bowling Green and Miami are each 13-1 in
the conference. A win by either team could
put them in the driver's seat for the MAC
regular season title.
"We do not want to say we are playing for
the league championship this weekend,"
head coach Denise Van De Walle said. "But
with both of us being tied, this match will
decide if we can regain and keep the first
place seat."
The volleyball team defeated the Redskins
in their previous match this season by winning in straight sets, 16-14, 15-8, 15-11, and
has defeated Miami three consecutive times.
However, the Redskins hold a commanding
overall lead in the two teams' head-to-head
matchups, 20-10.
Van De Walle realizes that winning this
match is very important because the remain-

ing schedules ot the two teams favors the the team in aces per game.
With all of Miami's weapons, Van De Walle
Falcons.
"The players know what they are up feels that passing and defense will be the
against," Van De Walle said. "In the matches keys to a Bowling Green victory.
we have remaining, none of those teams will
"Passing is definitely a key because when
be in the tournament while Miami still has to we pass well, we can put the ball wherever
play Ball State and Western after us, so we we want," Van De Walle said. "Also, we will
really feel that a lot is riding on this week- have to play good defense because Miami is
a team that will rally and we have to be able
end."
Bowling Green is coming off of their most to rally back and win the long rallies.
disappointing loss of the year, a five-game
Ohio comes to Anderson Arena currently
heartbreaker to Ball State that ended their
conference win streak at 26 matches. The tied for seventh place with Toledo with a
Falcons have not lost consecutive matches 4-10 conference record. The Bobcats lost to
since the middle of the 1990 season, when Bowling Green earlier this season in four
they had three straight losses to Kentucky, games, 15-5,15-11,12-15,15-8, and with a win
could be a major spoiler in the MAC regular
Western Michigan, and Miami.
The volleyball team has also been very season race.
Ohio will look to last year's Honorable
strong against the MAC at home. Bowling
Green has not lost a home match to a confer- Mention All-MAC selection, senior middle
ence squad since Eastern Michigan defeated hitter Glenn Fanelly, to lead the team's
the Falcons in five games at the end of 1990.
cause. Fanelly, the only senior on the squad,
Bowling Green expects to see plenty of ac- leads the Bobcats in hitting percentage and
tion from Miami's two stars, senior outside kills per game.
hitter Jenny Schwarber and senior middle
hitter Kristin Wagner. Wagner, a second"I think Ohio has a good team," Van De
team All-MAC selection last season, leads Walle said. "Every team at this late in the
the team in hitting percentage, kills per conference season is important because you
game, and blocks per game. Schwarber is cannot afford to coast at this time."
the Redskins' leading dig artist.
This weekend is also important for Van De
Miami also has last season's MAC Fresh- Walle in another way. Wins over both Miami
man of the Year in sophomore middle- and Ohio would give the BG head coach her
outside hitter Nichole Putman, who paces 200th victory of her coaching career.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

Applications for

spring 1993 BG News editor

VICTIM.

are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 214 West Hall.

LAKE FOREST, 111. - Try as he might, coach Mike Ditka can't seem
to avoid controversy or corral his volatile temper.
Since suffering a mild heart attack in 1988, Ditka has worked hard
at trying to be calm, but has not always met with success.
Controversy and emotional outbursts have escalated with the 4-5
record that has all but put his Chicago Bears out of the NFL playoff
picture.
Ditka has exploded at his quarterback, cursed the media, canceled
news conferences, broken relationships with friends, called Bear
fans "jerkos" and even challenged one to a fight.
None of it appears to hurt his popularity.
Fans are either for Ditka or against him - there is no in-between.
In the bars and on talk shows, his backers point to the pre-Ditka
days. After late owner and coach George Halas retired at the end of
the 1967 season, the Bears bounded about aimlessly under such
coaches as Jim Dooley, Abe Gibron, Jack Pardee and Neill Armstrong.
Since Ditka took over in the strike-aborted season in 1982, the
Bears have won six of eight divisional titles and reached their zenith
in 1985 when they went 15-1 and romped to the Super Bowl championship.
Ditka could do no wrong after the championship. His appeal rocketed along with his value for television commercials.
But Ditka still does his five television and radio shows, for which
he is paid.
Several incidents on WSCR-AM, an all-sports station, have added to
Ditka's reputation.
Ed O'Bradovich, whose daughter is married to Ditka's son, was being interviewed on WSCR recently when he said he thought Ditka had
changed and "forgotten his roots."
Ditka at first denied knowing O'Bradovich. When reminded O'Bradovich was who Ditka selected to make his Hall of Fame presentation, the coach replied "Biggest mistake I ever made."
The topper came last week on Ditka's own show on WSCR.
A male caller said Ditka was a baby.
"I'm 53 years old and my office is at 250 N. Washington," Ditka
said. "Anytime you want to meet me there, you tell me what time and
I'll meet you there. I'll whip your ass. You got that, wonder boy?"

Runners compete
in NCAA districts
byAndyDugan
sports writer
Runners representing the
men's and women's cross country teams will travel to Bloomington, Ind., this Saturday to
compete in the District Four
NCAA qualifying meet.
For the women, Cheri Triner
and Tracey Losi will be the two
runners competing. Women's
coach Steve Price is excited
about Triner's chances of qualifying for the national meet.
"This is an opportunity for
Cheri to qualify for NCAAs by
being one of the top three individuals. It will be very, very
tough. She should run the best
race of the year. She's in tremendous physical condition."
Among Triner's competitors
for the top three positions will be
Laura Simmcrling of Illinois and
Julie Rhoda, the MAC champion
from Miami. Price listed the Big
Ten, MAC and Notre Dame as

schools expected to be in the top
10 at the meet, which will consist
of 40 represented teams. Price
also listed Michigan as the prerace pick.
The women will run at 11 a.m.
Saturday.
The men will be represented
by five runners. Eddie Nicholson,
Brad Schaser, Dane Schubert,
Deric Kenne and Brian Butler
will represent the Falcon squad.
The decision to have these runners race in the meet was based
on their top performances at the
MAC meet. The remaining runners, many plagued with injuries,
will now rest for the season and
resume competition during the
track season.
Should any runner place in the
top three individual spots, he or
she will automatically qualify for
the NCAA meet, which is also to
be held in Bloomington, on Nov.
23.
The men will run at noon this
Saturday.
\*i
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[he Sisters of
ftCpfta Omicron Ti
are proud to present their
new initiates...
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FORES! FIRES

ECONOMICS 101
A lesson in (From) Home Economics

leather Anderson
9Qm 'Balder
'Kathy "Bomber
Jenn "Betinis
Cindy "Bialecki
"Erin 'Blackburn
"Erin "Braky
"Eran Chatfield
Angie "Dv(pn
Calient Jaidiga
Chrissy "Fitzgerald
Amanda "Herriot
Jennifer "Hick§
Mary 9loagkiss
"Da-urn Jacobs

Amy"Ktc
Sara Lang
Amy Lauison
'Beth Mater
Carin "Hardecchia
Lisa Pattern
Tina "Poeppelman
Lisa Toniatouisk}
Sharon "Raupple
Michelle "Ressler
"KathySchmid
Angie Schwab
Lisa "Vema
Missy "Whalen
'Beth 'Williamson

Congratulations iI

MONEY
TRANSFER

The fastest way to send money.'

by Jos Mooshil
The Associated Press

r

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 24

WESTERN
UNION

tirade continues

available at

Christy Iratnsc
"Rebecca Midelton
Cheri Ltibel

T\
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PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bowling Green Si ad University
Career Planning and Placamanl SarvlcM
Campus Recruitment Calendar
For the weeks of:
November 30 and December 7,1992

Scheduling On-Camput Interview Appointments: Interview signups tor the recruiting period November 30 will begm with Advanced Job Hunters on Monday, November
16.1992 al S p.m and continue through Tuesday al 4 p.m. First Cnoice status members may
access the sign-up system trom 5 p.m. Tuesday through 4 p.m. Wednesday All registered
students may sign-up beginning at S p.m.
Wednesday

Additional Placement Services: There are
important services available io you at Ihe Career Planning and Placement Services Please
note thai not all organizations and companies
regularly recruit on college campuses. The list
below generally reflects the high demand
areas in the world of work Don't become discouraged if your career field is not requested.
To assist you in conducting an assertive job
search, the Career Planning and Placement
Sen/tees provides career and placement counseling, credential services, job search workshops, professional development seminars,
career lairs and an alumni Falcon Career Connection The excellent Center for Career Resources offers you career and employer information and current job vacancies in ALL fields.
Registered students are directly referred io
employers in their desired career fields. Insure
your access io these services by registering
with the Career Plann.ng and Placement Services m your final year at Bowling Green State
University
Monday, November 30
Aratei Services
Bendix H V S . Div. ot Allied Signal

Instruct Ions for accessing
The Integrated Placement Sign-up System
(you muat be registered with Resume Expsri)
1. Dial 372 9899
(You will hear:)
2. It you wish to schedule an appo«ntment with
a visiting employer, press the t key. If you'd
like to hear Placement News, press the 2 key
Press the 3 key to see if you have Oeen preselected by an employer Press the 4 key to
access the Alumni VIP Service. Press the 5
key to hear your confirmed appointments.
Press the star (') key to quit
3. Press i to schedule an interview or Press 3
to see if you have been pre-solected by an employer

Tuesday. December 1
Great American Restaurants (Denny's)
Sara Lee Knit Products

5. Enter the position code for the employer
you'd hKe to interview (this number is indicated
on the Campus Recruiting Calendar, to the left
of the position title)
If you have entered a valid number the system
will say:
You have selected (name of organizaoon). if
this is correct press the pound («) key to continue or the star (') key to choose another organization
The syslem will now venfy that you meet the
requirements, as specified by the employer, if
you meet the requirements, then you can
proceed Otherwise, the system wll tell you
why you are unable to signup with the employer.

YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET WITHIN 48 HOURS AFTER SIGNING
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE.

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL '92
WILL BE HELD ON NOV 14 AT 7PM
FOR INFO OR TICKETS CALL
372-2249 OR STOP BY THE
INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE (11TH FLOOR
OFFENHAUERWEST) BETWEEN
9AM SPM
BGSUDSA PRESENTS
Woody Alien's "Sleeper"
Wednesday, ll/i6,8pm. it5Education
Chinese Film Senes
Nov. 16-21. Gish Film Theater
$1.50 a ticket
Contact 372 6621 for tnlo A tickets
Golden Key New Members
Indue lioni
Sun .Nov 15 -3:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

6. Press the i key (or a morning interview,
press the 2 key for an afternoon interview, or
press the 3 key for the next available time.
(Press either 1.2 or 3).
If you have selected a time, then you many
press the pound (>) key to accept the time, or
press the star (') key to re.ect
If you have pressed the pound (») key. the
system will say. "An interview has been reserved for you at (time) " Press the star (') key to
schedule another or the pound (ff j key to return
to start

OS E A meeting
Nov 17 at 9 00 pm. 121 West Hall
Topic: How to deal with divorce m ihe classroom
SURVIVORS
of sexual abuse interested m parocipating m a
support group
Please call: 353-3054
The koy to your future ..
OSEA
SEMINAR
November 21.1992
Register NOW
at 410 Education Building
Questions' Call: 354-8278

Please note' If you aro unable to sign-up for an
interview, you will be asked whether you wish
to add your name to ihe waiting list You must
also submit a Placamanl Data Sheet for
each wailing list.
We advise strongly that you listen IO Placement News to keep informed of changes or additions to interview schedules, or other Career
Planning and Placement Services programs.

No Show Policy: Failure to appear for a
scheduled interview or violation of the cancellation policy will result m immediate suspension
ot your sign-up pnvileges for the next recruiting
penod. H you do not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a letter ol
apology k> the employer for missing the interview, bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meel with the Manager of
On-Campus Recruiting before scheduling any
additional interviews. Any student who "noshows" twice will be denied interviewing privileges for the remainder o' the academic year.
Notice ot Citizenship Requirements II an
employer is willing to interview international
students, itwili be noted in the position descnplion
Spotlight Presentations Spotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and or
gamzational philosophy All students scheduling interviews a-e strongly encouraged to attend appropriate Spotlights Please carefully
note dales, times, and locations ol Spotlight
presentaions. as they may vary. For evening
Spotlight presentations held in the Career
Planning and Placement Services office, enter
Ihe Student Services Building using the second
floor, patio entrance Please consult Ihe calendar tor appropriate dates, limes and locations

Into Session:
Wednesday, November 18th
7:30pm

DG Rebecca Barry 0G
One year is drawing doso. what we have is the
most and all I want is lo be with you.
All my Heart.

^^^^^^

PERSONALS
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Do you or someone you know need an apartfree cab.e rja'istcp^b? /ifai
DTD-DTD-DTD

REDO. IFF
at
MARKS
NOVEMBER 13.1092

Congratulations to

Tom. Brant, Smoka, Brian, Scraatch, Shawn
Hoy you guys, its that time ol the year
JAILBREAK night is finally here'
You're being arrested for being SAE's,
Well lock you up A throw away the keys'
Be ready al your house at 4:00, guys,
'Cause your Alpha Xi's have a big surprise!
Love, Your Jailbreak Dates'"

"PHIMU-PHIMU"
Congratulations to Megan Yoder on her
lavalienng io Stave Lauthars"i
"PHIMU-PHIMU"
"Spnng Break'" Bahamas Cruise (*10
Meals) $2791 Panama City With Kucnen $1191
Cancun $429' Jamaica $479' Daytona (Kitchens) $t49< KoyWost $249' Prices Increase
12/11/921
1-800-878-6386.
•THANKSThanks everyone for making my 20th B-Day
great Especially to my understanding roomie!
Luv, Becki
ALPHA XI DELTA ■ DELTA TAU DELTA
JAILBREAK 1992"
MOST WANTED MEN IN BG.
THE DELTS
TIMFETHEP,
JOHN WEISENBACH
JEFFMILER
JAY BO
CARTER &FRESHY
DAN THE MAN
WILLIS
CRAIGGINNAN
ALPHA XI DELTA • DELTA TAU DELTA
Attention Grad Students
Tailgate Party al the Ice Arena Lounge
Saturday, November 14th
11:00am -12.30pm
Free Subs and Snacks {Donations accepted)
Bring ID to get into the football game
AZD-SIGEP-AZD-SIGEP
Grease. Porpy, Burch. I. Stallion,
Dale Rape/, Snake, Franz. Squeaker
Your bond has been posted
Weil make sure you get toasted.
Get ready to sing & dance all night
Cu2 your dates are out ol sight
The rughtwili be really funky
So don't lorget to bring your Monkey!
Cuz when the dock strikes three
JAILBREAK is the place to bei
Love, Your dales
PS We'll rock your world i
AZD-SIGEP-AZD-SIGEP
BIG ANGRY FISH
HIGH ENERGY FUNK METAL
TONIGHT
GOODTYMESPUB 10 00 pm
Boog.
Un-hello'
Happy i3lh-1 LOVE YOU"

WANTED GameMasiers. Referees. DungeonMasters. Heroes. Rogues. Cannon Fodder
A would-be Weld Conquerors lor games ot all
sorts Apply in person every Fn.ai 6:00pm. Rm
222 Educ Bldg The Bowling Green Gaming
Ssoety
Work And Play In The Nations Capital
Earn Co.lege Credit*
Professional Experience)
THE WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIP
Info Session:
Thursday. November 19th. 2:30 pm
Taft Room. Union. 3rd Floor
Call Sue Young, 372-2451 lor more info.

LOST & FOUND
LOST: A pair of prescription glasses, tortoise
shell frames in a black glass case. They were
lost after the BG-Miami game between the stadium A the ice arena. II found, please call
372 5897. Reward.

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant' We can help.
Free pregnancy tests A supportive services.
Call 354 4673. BG Pregnancy Center
Want to lose weight the new and lun way?
It's easy, 100% natural.
Call 655 3862 after 4 p.m.

MISTER SPOT'S
125 EAST COURT* DOWNTOWN
FREE DEUVERV / OPEN LATE 7 DAYS

352-SPOT

Come to Cuarter's Bar & Grill
lor our weekend specials.
Bring your paren s
No reservations needed.
352 8228
In Woodland Mall
CONGRATULATIONS
to BGSU's Women's Rugby Team
on an EXCELLENT SEASON"
You guys are awesome A you've
made us so proud WeepiWeepi
BG vs Ooerim 30 0
BG vs. Denison: 25 0
BG vs Dayton: 25-5
BG vs Ball Stale: 10-0
BG vs. Oh*>. 0-0(5-011)
BG vs EKU: 29-0
Gel psyched lor the SPRING..
There'smoro to come!?!?
STIMPY LOVES YOU

DZDZDZDZDZDZ
Gel excited Greeks and Independents lor
Delta Zeta's Annual Volleyball Tournament
on November 211
DZ DZ DZ DZ OZ DZ
FIJI - Chi O-FIJI
The Brothers ol Phi Gamma Delta would like to
thank the ladies of Cht Omega for wonderful
exchange dinner.
ChlO-FlJI-ChiO
FIJI-FIJI
Brother of the Month Greg Jones
Athlete ol the Month- Charlie Apigian
Pledge of the Month: Andy Williamson
FIJI - FUl
FISH
Thank you lor your love and support1
I cherish you
KATE
Get involved in Intramurals" Applications are
being accepted lor the Intramural Advisory
Board for Spring 1992 until November 13 in ihe
Intramural Office. Pick up application in 108
Rec Center
Help SIGMA KAPPA lick Aizhaimers
Buy a gourmet lollipop • only $ 75
All proceeds go to local Alzheimers research
Join the crowd alter the game and celebrate
the MAC Champions at the Brathaus.
352-8707 Happy Hours: Sat. 3 - 9 pm.
Wke.
I LOVE YOU MORE THAN YOU'LL EVER
KNOW' EVEN THOUGH THINGS ARE
ROUGH RIGHT NOW, I KNOW WE CAN
WORK THEM OUT TOGETHER' HAPPY AN
NIVERSARY.BABY'
LOVE ALWAYS AND FOREVER.
TRACY
Monday Special
Any large and medium specialty pizza plus 1/2
loaf ol garlic bread with cheese lor $10 SO.
Campus Poli/eyes 440 E Court. Inside only
S-9
Nails-Fiber glass. $35 00 Fill. $17 00. Acrylic.
$25 00: Fill, $15 00. Nail p-oremg. $5.00. Cam
pus Headquarters * 354-2244.
NOVEMBER 13. 1992
REDCLIFF
at
MARK'S
NOVEMBER 13. 1992

TOM GORMAN
AT POLLYEYES
SATII'14. 9:30 pm
VickAre we walking to John's or taking the bus7
SHOOPI
^_______
Michel'o
Would you like to spend your Spnng Break in
New York City to learn about poverty and racism first hand, and also earn 3 hours credit m
Eihn* Studies For information call Bill
Thompson at UCF Center. 352-7534
The cost is only $i vo 00 'or food, lodging and
transpo'tation

WANTED
$NEEDASUBLETTOR'>$
Male seexs quiet pad and friendly
roommate(s) on east end ol town
for Spr 93 only Write to mako
wknd apptmt. before DEC 5TH
Brian B 2801 C ague ltd..
North Olmstud. OH 44070 1171
2 subleasors needed lor Spring semester.
$650 plus cheap utilities for entire semester
Call 354-0710 'or more mforma>'on
Desperately need swbleaser lor Spring '93. Efficiency on E Poe Rd Rent only $l90/mo.
Util. mduded Please call ASAP. 353-1442.
Female SutWeaser needed fc Spnng '93.
Close to campus. Free cable1 $165/mo. *
gas/PleasecaiI Mand at3S4-3i?5"

Need subleaser lor own bedroom in two bedroom, spacious apartment Furnished, available now Call 353 3950 after 6pm

setting, it consistendy serves the
best food between Perrysburg

M
146 N MAIN BOWIING GRfEN

Attention Alpha Lambda Delia Members'
TUTORS ALWAYS WANTED
You've gotta know a lot about something...
Why donl you tutor someone who doesn't?
(ANY course you've taken is acceptable)
Be a volunteer lor ALD
Call Paul al 372 5063 for information.

WANT TOTRAVEL FREE, EARN CASH
AND RESUME EXPERIENCE?
Students A Organizations call
College Tours to join our team'
We have 25 years experience,
great pnees. hotels A destinations
Call 1(800) 959 4SUN

We're looking for a top fraternity, sorority or
student organizalion that would like to make
$500$ 1500 for a one week marketing project
right on campus Must be organized and hard
working. Call BOO-592-2121 ext 306

'SUPERNES"
w'NFL Football Game
VERY NEW
Asking $150
'Great Christmas Gill for Roommate*

November features English beers1 On TAP:
Woodpecker Alcoholic Cider & Whuebread
Ale BOOTLES Bass. Sam Smith's Pale Ale
and Oatmeal Stout Campus Pollyeyes 440 E.
Court

Need subleases Irom Jan to May Large 2
bdrm. apt. Nice area. $445 heat included For
more info, call 352-0950 $100 cash bonus'

1979 Chrysler Cordoba
Not cute, but reliable

NEEDED ONE MALE OR FEMALE SUBLEASER FOR SPRING '93 CLOSE TO CAMPL'S. OWN BEDROOM CHEAP' CALL
352-924?

IBM Compatible. LAZERcompuier
$250.353 3054

REDCLIFF

Nonsmoking lemale subleaser needed for
Spnng Furn apt across Irom campus Call
Amyat3S2 8385

1987 YUGO
31K looks and runs great
$950 or best offer
Call Mark 31354-3125

AT
MARK'S

Rob.
I love you very much. And promise that m the
end. I will be by your side io limsh the game.
Always,
TRIXIE
SAT. 11/14,9:30 pm
TOM GORMAN
AT POLLYEYES
Saturday Night Live Week
Buy any video at regular price and receive any
Saturday Night Live video free. Expires
11/13/92.
LATE NIGHT VIDEO DELIVERS
140 E.Wooster. 354-5283.

Nonsmoking female subleaser to share apt. for
Spnng '93 $i 50 per mo • share ot utilittos.
Cal; 353-4619
Nonsmoking fomale Spnng subleaser
Ownroom'Nice'Only$t55'mo *ubl.
Caii352-i46C

Sigma Kappa recognizes the Bowling Green
Community today. Nov. 13 is Community Day
ol our Week ol Giving
Sigma Phi Epsllon
Brothers ol the Week tor:
Virtue - Jay Han
Diligence - Jon Rasmussen
Brotherly Love • Seth Rings
Athlete of the Week - Brett Frakes
Sigma Phi Epsllon

Toledo
Medical
Services, Inc.1
Reproductive Health Care
for Women

Abortion to 17 Weeks
24IIR. PHONE SERVICE

Free Pregnancy Tests
Special Student Rates
All Services Strictly Confidential

5164 Monroe St,
Toledo, Ohio
1-800-367-2036 mm
885-5700

353 3054

1988 Toyota Tercel DX, 2 door, automatic,
new tires, new from/back brakes, AM-FM cassette, air Metallic gray, 67,000 miles. Good
condition. Asking $4800 or best offer. (419)

B6S 6563. Ho:land

One female subleaser for Spnng semester
Very cheap ard close to campus'
Please call 352 4536. leave message.

1990 Nissan 240 SX, Red. 5-speed, air,
cruise, sports package. Excellent Condi*
tion. 80,000 miles $5900 (535-1394)

One non-smoking fomale roommate wanted
lor Spring Semester-doso to campus
Call ASAP • 353 2304

808 Sharp Laptop, a backiit screen. 33 Dos
$350 Call 354-2704

One person apartment.
Sublease Spring semester.
Nancy. 353 4815. leave message

ASSAULT DETERRENT
Defend yourself agamst attack'
ASSAULT DETERRENT will render your attacker helpless upon contact.
For more info Call Bill 353-8803

Roommate wanted to share smalt house.
Own room.
Call 352-7271.
Spnng subleaser needed lor Winihrop Terrace,
male or lemale. Will have own room and bathroom Rent is neg , cah Kim 352-1872.

$$$$, FREE TRAVEL AND
RESUME EXPERIENCE
Individuals & Student Organizations wanted lo
promote SPRING BREAK, call the nation's
leader. Inter Campus Programs
1-800 3276013

because in this resolutely laid-back

American Dream Kosmetics, Inc.
An Ohio based nationwide cosmetics company is expanding In all areas. Aloe based
skin care and glamour products. Sales
counselors A directors needed. No inventory to slock. 1-800-USA-8759, 8-5, M-F. GOGO-GOl

'86ChevyNova.5spd.exe MPG. low miles,
air, cruise, cassette, new clutch. $3200
354-2470

SIGMA KAPPA
Pledge ol the Week:
Deb Sullivan

W SamB's is different

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS
Students neededi Earn $600*
per week m canneries or
$4000* per month on fishing boats
No experience necessary'
Get a head start on summer'
For program call:
(206)545 4155 Ext. A5544

LOOKING FOR 1 MALE SUfHEASER FOR
SPRING. HUGE APARTMENT 2 BDRMS. 2
FULL BATHS. LOTS OF CLOSET SPACE.
FURNISHED. AIR. LAUNDRY FACILITIES
GREAT ROOMMATES CALL 352-1756 OR
1-625-4403 (WEEKENDS) ASKFORCRAlG.

HELP WANTED

Lizzy

ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED
NOW INTERVIEWING for the summer of
19931
Need a summer job? Don't wait til the last
mmuie"
Our campgroud, Yogi Bear's Jellystone Camp
Resort, is looking for 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate A direct activities for a family camping resort
Location: Aurora, Ohio. 5 miles from Sea World
of Ohio and Geauga Lake Park.
Experience preferred bul nol a must.
Male or female.
Living facilities provided
If interested, send resume to
Jellystone Camp Resort
3392 S R 82
Mantua. OH 44255

FOR SALE

SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulations Rhonda McGhee on your internship with Disneywor la "Congratulations'

Little Red Riding Hood
You're theGREATEST Friend
in the World*
LoveYal

A Cincinnati division of major national engine company needs Marketing or MIS
major with customer service and PC skills
lor industrial marketing co-op for Spring
1993. Come to Ihe Co-op Program, 238 Admln. Bldg. on Nov. 12 or 13 lo inquire.

Graduating and looking lor female to sublease
apartmoni across Irom Ad. Bldg. Call after
5 00 Knsten 35? 565?

Could the person who stole my Sony Discman
from Chiiy's on Sunday night please return it to
Rodgers. room 1497NO QUESTIONS
ASKEOI.

WITH COUPON

PHILLy STEAK SANDWICHES • BUFFALO WINGS
WORLDS GREATEST HOAGIES • BEER IN/TO GO

THE BLOODMOBILE IS COMING!
THE BLOODMOBILE IS COMINGI
NOV. 16-20 AT THE NORTHEAST COMMONS
10:30a.m. '4:30p.m.
MAKE A PRIORITY APPOINTMENT
BY CALUNG 352-4575.

SigEp
&g Ep Sam Sez: Jam. Jam, I am ihe Man
SigEp

bargain-basement prices...

O:

The Best Special In Town
Sun .Mon . Tues.. Wed.
All Night at BRATHAUS
Pitchers & beer bottles ol the week
Kamikazi. Oualude. Melon Ball $.50
19 and over No Cover 352-8707
Myles' Pizza by the shoe
This Weeks Bottle 'BUD LIGHT''

From the Brothers ot Delia Upsilon
DU

Tin TcUdo Bit* Fcti Crtk ■ IHM

WITH ORDER OF 24

352-8228

SAVE BIG ON SPRING BREAK '93
JAMAICA. CANCUN & FLORIDA FROM $119
BOOK EARLY A SAVE $$' ORGANIZE
GROUP TRAVEL FREE" SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-800-426 7710.

SPOT'S

SIX FREE WINGS

STUDENTS
Bring your parents to Quarter's Bar & Grill
for Anchor dinner
No reservations needed

Congratulations to
Mike Pistillo S Missy Harshman
on the
announcement of their
engagement

and Columbus - and al ^ttk
VALID ONLY

Spring semester leases available.
One bedroom and efficiency apartments
Call Mecca Management at 353 5800

In Woodland Mall

NOVEMBER 13, 1992
Alumni Room-Union, 3rd floor.
Be Independent • Take the Chance!!

SPRING BREAKTRIPS
Lowest avail pnees toFlonda,
Jamica. Cancun Call Jim at 353-1159

Bill Germond
IFC Athlete of the Week
DTD-DTD-DTD

Want To See The Country?
Why Not Spend A Semester on Exchange?
THE NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE

Cancellation ol Interview Appointments
Cancellation of an interview must be reported
in person to the Career Planning and Placement Services no later than 5 p.m. one week (7
full days) before the interview day. Complete a
cancellation card in the Sign-up Room of Career Planning and Placement Services. DO
NOT cross your name oft ol an interview
schedule. Cancellations after this time will be
considered a no-show. You are encouraged to
consider carefully employers before signing up
lor interviews

You nMd help and you know you do...
Call Fact Line lor a Iree ALD Tutor!
372-2445

"PHIMU-PHIMU"
Gat psyched for the 13-way lea tonight'
"PHIMU-PHIMU"

Wednesday. December 2
Akro Corporation
The EqutlaWe

4. Enter your sooal secunty number.

:©
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The BG News

SUBLEASER NEEDED
for Spring Semester
'OWN ROOM*
Close io Campus
Call: 3520946

$200 -$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy1 No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline.
801-379 2900 Copyright#OHl71KDH
Earn $1,000 per week al home stuffing envelopes! For Information, please send long self
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enterprises, Box 67068C, Cuyahoga Falls, OH
44222.
Earn $10 00 per hour working on campus in
your spare time. Self motivated individuals w'
good communication skills need only apply
For more info contact Paul Evans.
614 538 7665
Earn cash stuffing onvelopes at home. All materials provided Send SASE to P.O. Box 9643
Spnngfield. MO65801.
Night derk needed at Buckeye Budget.
Mfln ig'i-8 am, Thurs. - Sun.
Every other Sun (Sat night) off.
Phone Tim. 352-1520 or stop in.
Now Hiring Spring Break Repslll
Greeks, Organizations, Individuals
Earn Cash, Free Tnps & E xperience
Call Joe
Endless Summer
1-800-234-7007
SPRINGBREAKEPS
Promote our Florida Spnng Break
packages. Earn MONEY and FREE trips.
Call Campus Marketing 800423 5264

Bauer Hockey Skates only used once Size 8 D.
$50. Black Leather jacket. Size 40, i year old.
$100. Call No* after 6. 353-0318 or leave
message
CHEAP! FBI.U.S. SEIZED
89MERCEDES
$200
86 VW
$50
87MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
$65
Choose Irom thousands starling $25.
FREE Information-24 Hour Hotline.
801 379 2929 Copyright 0 OH17KJC
Large dorm refndgerator, $60. Free weights
and bench, $40. Both in excellent condition.
Call 354-8272
MAC VEGAS BOWL TRIP-Dec. 14-19. 6
days/5 nights plus air travel • for 1 person.
$370 00 Call for details. 1-474-4267.
Sega/Genesis
with 4 games.
Call: 353 5213
SoloFlexw/LegEx..
Dorm size 'ndge,
Make an o«ef,353-0206.

FOR RENT
2 bdrm. sm hall needed to
sublease immediately.
Evelyn. 353-3153
2 bedroom furnished apt.
available now or next semester
352 2663
Help' 2 sublessors needed io rent for Spnng 93
semester, i bedroom, furnished. 1 block from
campus Desperate1 353 7803
Listings Available now.
Cany Rentals, 316 E. Merry *3 353 0325.
'93-94 school year
Need subleasers in Dec.
2b/b-Freeheat,A'C.HBO
Call 353-1507.
Starting 1/8 • sublease until May. Close to
campus. $335 ♦ ublity. 2 bedroom 352-2979.
Grad students only
Sublease i bedroom apt. available in December. Furnished, A/C, cheap utilities. Call
352-1900 or Gary Thompson at 354 3996.
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Look! Up in the sky!
It's a bird! It's a plane!
It's...no, it really is a plane!

Taking flight in Wood County

Thclnildtr
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DEFINITELY AN E TICKET RIDE.. .Pica M buckle your seatbelis. Passenger 57' good guy Wesley Snipes and bad
psycho Bruce Payne will be winging their way lo Oscars. Oof.
by David Huffman
Insider film critic

Wesley Snipes Is becoming one of the
most versatile actors in Hollywood. In the
past three years he's played a )azz saxophone player, a crack-dealing gangster, a
basketball con artist, a successful architect
and a disabled man in a wheelchair. After
tackling both comedy and drama, Snipes has
now ventured Into the action genre with
Passenger 57.
Snipes Is John Cutter, a security expert
who, after the death of his wife, reduces
himself to the level of an Instructor, never
again wishing to be directly responsible for
another human being's life. This wish Is
broken during his flight to LA. - where he is
to begin a career as an airline's chief of security and anti-terrorism - when his plane Is
highjacked by Charles Rane (Bruce Payne).
The fate of 200 passengers falls onto Cutter's shoulders as he does battle with the
world's most notorious terrorist.
Unlike the other major action film in current release (Steven Seagal's dreadful Under
Siege), Passenger 57 has at its center a

talented actor. Snipes handles all of his
scenes well and Is continually believable as
Cutter.
Snipes also proves that is possible to be
the star of an action film without taking off
his shirt and running around in one of those
tacky tank-top T-shirts to show off his muscles. Snipes is not only believable, but also
seems to be having fun as he punches out
the terrorists one by one and finally does
battle with Payne - who apparently has a
groin of steel.
Snipes may enjoy being the hero, but it is
a widely-held truth that an actor can have
just as much, if not more, fun being the
villain. Alan Rickman proved this In both
Die Hard and Robin Hood: Prince of
Thieves. Payne is kind of like a poor man's
Rickman with his cold facial features and
British accent. He Isn't the most dynamic of
screen villains, but he Is quietly psychotic In
his own way - especially when he delivers the
film's best line to flight attendant Marti Slayton (Alex Datcher).
Like all action films, Passenger 57 's
success is due largely to the excellent stunts
and well-choreographed fight scenes. Stunt
coordinators Glenn Wilder and Jeff Ward

need to be commended for their work on this
film. The fights which happen within the
cramped plane are extremely intense and
make great use of the plane's sense of claustrophobia. When the film's action leaves the
plane for an extensive sequence at a fair,
Wilder and Ward open up their stunts and
fights to the rides where the actors are allowed to be even more physical. These fight
scenes are enhanced by the editing work of
Richard Nord, whose fast cutting adds to the
feeling of urgency and keeps them coherent.
Passenger 57 deserves credit for not being extremely offensive as well. It Is violent
but never gratuitous. People do get shot in
the head, but director Kevin Hooks does not
dwell on the details. Also, this film is not a
cinematic exercise In woman-hating. Datcher Is the obligatory "love Interest" for
Snipes, but she Is not a brainless bimbo
placed in the film merely to be a sex object.
Everyone associated with Passenger 57
has done a good job, with the exception of
screenwriters David Loughery and Dan Gordon. Their script Is riddled with lapses In
logic and details that would have made this a
stronger film. As It is. Passenger 57 is a
mindless film that Is slickly made and a lot of
fun.

From the Editors...
Question one: How long can we keep doing half cover stories or no
cover stories at all before we feel guilty? Question two: How long can we
keep putting up with writers who don't do their stuff on time and still
keepa "Oh, that's OK" that sounds convincing? (Note to those writers and you know who you are - we are not amused.) Question three: Why
the heck is the Lemonheads' remake of Simon and Garfunkle's 'Mrs.
Robinson' getting all this airplay on 'Entertainment Tonight'? I mean,
we like the song and all, but what are we supposed to think when plastic
man John Tesh and human barbie Leeza Gibbons grin and quip about
the Boston group that is, to quote Tesh, "Leeza's favorite band"?
Hmmmm?
Question four: How long can Insider keep out of the rat race with the
whole Malcolm X deal and not do a piece on the Comeback of the Year
like every other major media? (We can answer this one: not too long.
Keep your eyes peeled.)
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Answer in the form of a question: inioT&p
'Jeopardy'
Geer, who graduated in 1977 as play a mock version of 'Jeopardy'
a technology major and is now a
to see how well they would perlaw student at Stetson, sent in 70
form under the pressure of com pet
postcards to apply when he
ing with two other contestants.
learned that the show would be
They then underwent an interview
In the wild kingdom, the bellows, interviewing for contestants in his
to see if they were the correct
whoops and calls of animals signify area. He then had to compete with "Jeopardy material," Geer said.
a whole array of meanings and
communications. Bui in the kingdom of television viewing, the cry
"The entire staff is very professional about the process of
"This is Jeopardy! can mean only
the
show. We couldn't converse with Alex Trebek outside of
one thing - one of the most well
known game shows of all time, the what is filmed for the television airing."
trivia lover's dream - 'Jeopardy.'
With a reputation for being filled
with Incredibly difficult questions
Brett Geer, BC grad and Jeopardy contestant
from a broad range of subject matter, 'Jeopardy' is the meat of trivia
When he had finally completed
whizzes from Harvard, from Duke, 300 other potential contestants in
the hours of interviews and lesting,
from UCLA...and from BGSU.
a test that used 50 $ 1000 quesOn August 18, former Bowling
tions in 50 different categories.
Geer recieved his call to be a conGreen State University student
Applicants needed 30 correct antestant on 'Jeopardy' for August
Brett Geer found himself in the po- swers in order to pass, and out of
18.
Geer's group of 75, only five
sition of one of the three 'Jeopar"I ended up missing my first day
dy' contestants. At the end of his
passed.
of law school to be on the show,"
competition, the St. Petersburg,
said Geer, who was to begin classAfter this Intense selection proFlorida native would return home
es at Stetson that day. It turned out
cess, the contestants then had to
with over $16,000 in cash.
that missing one day of law school
by Ryan Honcyman
Insider

would eventually seem to be of little
importance when Geer won his
first match and brought his winnings to more than $16,000.
Even though the backbone of the
show seems to rely on contestants'
knowledge of countless trivia facts,
Geer found that there was much
more to it than just knowing a
broad range of trivial Information.
"It's not at all like playing In your
living room at home," Geer explained. "There's more to It than
just having knowledge on various
subjects. There's a lot of physical
reflex Involved when you're trying
to beat two other contestants to the
buzzer."
A large part of the show's popularity relies on the ever-present
charm of It's host, the undisputed

king of trivia mongers, Alex
Trebek.
"He has a very difficult job and
it's a mark of his professionalism
that enables him to do it," Geer
said about the host. "The entire
staff is very professional about the
process of the show. We couldn't
converse with Alex Trebek outside
of what is filmed for the television
airing."
Though he lost out in the second
day of play, "all In all It was pretty
Intense fun," Geer stated. With the
earnings he recieved after his two
appearances, it seems that the has
sle eventually paid off, and then
some.

Join the fight for Clean Air
PRICES FOR STAY-HOT PER NICHV

Sponsored By
Trie Games Committee
of BOB© .TheHonors
Program and
Residence Life.

SIGN UP
. FOR THE
• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

cS^ F?vr»
FIND
%

Now through
November 17th
in 6^ office
330 University
Union

,1*1

OUT

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE

The contest will be on NOVEMBER 21,1992,
ADMISSION CMARGE : S5/ to m of four
The winning team will compete at Regionals the weekend
of Feb. 27-28 at Kent SI. and will have a chance to go to Nationals.
For more INFO stopbv iheWHjjg) i.lfKvi.r cill 2 2343 or 2 7164

16 N. Huron
Toledo, Oh. 43604
Phone
(419) 255-7769 or
1-800-589-6005

CINEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA

m

11234 N. H*ln SI.

All Shows $3.00
after 6 p.m. with
Student ID
Monday Ihru Friday; shows
start at approximately 4 p.m.
Saturday 4 Sunday: Full Schedule
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SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
DAYTONABEACH
S AND 7 NIGHTS

PANAHA CITY BEACH
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

STEAMBOAJ

GROUNDS

MUSTANC ISLAND/
PORT AHANSAS

TOR
tHOOGRT

HILTON HEAD ISLAND

IOWUNG OEEM, OHIO

S AND 7 NIGHTS
S AND 7 NIGHTS

FORT LAUDERDALE
12th Annual
Party!
TOIL FDEE INFORMATION > MSHVATIOfJS

1 800-321-5911

"93 - '94
BROCHURES
READY
*
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• Over 400 apartments, houses and
duplexes to choose from
• Professionally managed
• Full time maintenance
• No parental guarantee
• Some locations allow pets
• No application fee
• 9 and 12 month leases available

NEWIPVE
Rentals
328 S. Main
Our Onlv
Office

352-5620

Tlw lufldt*
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Are you a winner for quiz extraordinaire?
by Dave Baskind
The Incredible College of Mujical
Knowledge

So much time, so little to do.
Walt. Reverse that. This week, 'Dr.
Dave's Incredible College of Musical Knowledge' has got a whole lotta winners to announce. We'll take

of that monumental task in ,'ust a
moment, but let's do this week's
quiz first. What does 'J' mean to
me? It means Jelly beans and 'Jeopardy!' and 'Just A Gigolo/1 Ain't
Cot Nobody.' What singer
schmaltzed his way through this
Top Ten hit? If you know, send
your entry to 'Dr. Dave's Quiz' c/o
214 West Hall or whisk it into the
jolly wooden box located in 210

West Hall before noon, Tuesday,
November 24. If you're the big ol"
winner you'll earn yourself a FREE
three-item medium pizza from
Carly Cheena's at Conant and
Dudley in Maumee AND a FREE
promo tape from Finders Records
And Tapes at 128 N. Main in BG.
What a pleasing prize package!!
Let us now announce the winners of THE BIG QUIZ here at The
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1 Student Appreciation Pav j
At the football game this Saturday
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Be There!
Join the Athletic Department and the BG Nevrs ,
for Saturday's same with Ball State, in recosnizins the
many student orsanizations that make BGSU special.
And to all students...
Let's fill the stands to show the football team our
appreciation for their sreat season!
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Let's Go BG Students - Be There!!
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College. First, let me say that I was
stunned, amazed and impressed
that 121 people took the time to
sift though the tunes, strain to remember who performed them,
write It all down and send it here.
Thank you, my students. Next, I
must commend the 64 of you who
deserve to go the head of the class
for scoring a perfect 60 points. I
wish I had prizes for you all, but I
don't. So, I then looked through
the perfect entries to see who did
the most brown-nosing... Just kidding. A random drawing of the 64
perfect scores was held and the
winners were chosen. Cross your
fingers, toes and intestines, class,
the lucky ones will be announced in
a second.
First, I've got to give you the answers. Number One tunes: 'Total
Eclipse of the Heart'-Bonnle Tyler,
'The Reflex'-Duran Duran, 'Don't
You (Forget About Mel'-The
Simple Minds, 'Rock Me
Amadeus'-Falco. 'La Bamba'-Los
Lobos, 'Need You Tonlght'-INXS,
'Wind Beneath My Wlngs'-Bette
Midler, 'Blaze of Glory'-Jon Bon
Jovi, 'Unbellevable'-EMFand 'I'm
Too Sexy'-Right Said Fred.
Top Ten hits: Jeopardy'The
Greg Kihn Band, "The Warrior'-Scandal featuring Patty Smythe,
'Party All the Tlme'-Eddle Murphy,
'If You Leave'-Orchestral Maneuvers In the Dark (OMD), Talk Dirty
To Me'-Polson, 'Candle in the
Wlnd'-Eton John, 'Stand'- R.E.M.,
'Roam'-The B-52s, 'Right Here,
Right Now'-Jesus Jones and 'Under the Bridge-Red Hot Chili Peppers.
Top 40 songs: 'Faithfully'Joumey, 'Bang Your Head'-Quiet
Riot, 'People Are People'Depeche Mode, 'Missionary
Man'-The Eurythmics, 'You Can
Call Me Al'-Paul Simon, 'Parents
Just Don't Understand'-DJ Jazzy
Jeff and the Fresh Prince, 'Angel of
Harlem'-U2, 'Unchained Melody'-The Righteous Brothers, 'Hard
to Handle'-The Black Crowes, and
'Friday I'm In Love'-The Cure.
Whew. Quite an onslaught of marvelous tunes. (Well, maybe some of
them aren't too marvelous. Are
you listening, Right Said Fred?)
Now, the time has come, the gig
is up, the news is out; they finally
found me. (Thank you, Styx.) Let's

I
tkpS
announce the winners. The grand
prize winner In Doctor Dave's 3rd
BIG QUIZ is NIKK1 ARM
STRONG. HOORAY FOR Nl
KK1!! YAHOO!! She wins that ava
lane he of prizes from Carly Cheena's, A Cut Above, Easystreet Cafe,
Finders Records And Tapes,
Grounds for Thought, Hotel Lobby
Donuts, Kroger's, McDonald's,
Myles' Pizza, Student Book
Exchange, Subway Sandwiches
and Salads, TCBY, Uhlman's,
Video Spectrum, and Woodland
Mall Cinemas. The second place
winner is WILLIAM SHEPHERD.
WAYTO GO, WILLIAM!! He's
won that tidal wave o' good stuff
from McDonald's, SBX, Kroger's,
Easystreet, Myles, Subway, Video
Spectrum, and Woodland Mall
Cinemas.
As for third place, TIM BALSKI
brings it on home. TERRIFIC,
TIM!! He gets the heap of good
gifts from Kroger's, Myles,
McDonald's, Subway, and Woodland Mall Cinemas. The fourth and
fifth place winners of the McDonald's, Subway, and Woodland Mall
Cinemas packages are JOE
FLORENSKI and TONY ENDERLE. MOST SPLENDID,
GUYS!! Sixth through fifteenth
places all earned various prizes
from McDonald's and Woodland
Mall Cinemas. Those lucky folks
are (In order): KATHY BRINKMAN, CAREY BLACK, JOE
FETHEROLF, NANCY BROWN,
WENDY CONNER, DARLA
HINCKLEY, JIM SEWARD, TER1
KUFFA, DOUG DEUTSCH, AND
TASHA REMUNGERM! Swell performance, one and all. That's it.
That's all. No mo' prizes. Sorry.
Thanks again to everyone who entered, all the sponsors, anyone (Kelly, Parti, Romy and Eric, especially) who helped me select the songs
for the quiz, and, most importantly,
to all of you who read this column
each week. Keep reading.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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The Insider

No texts, either:
about 300 students attend the program.
The University of Dayton's Panhel Committee has been preparing
these programs since 1989. The
It's class time for fall sorority and school used to give course credit
fraternity pledges at the University for Greek 101, but stopped about
of Dayton. Each pledge is required two years ago.
When asked if this program
to take a five-week program called
Greek 101 for which they receive should be used at other colleges
no credit.
Fledges have to go to one onehour session a week during the semester. Some Issues discussed with
the students are hazing, AIDS, relationships, motivation and delegation.
Melissa Timson, assistant director of Greek Life at Dayton, said
the program Intends to prepare
students for leadership in their
fraternity or sorority in the future.
"UD thinks preparing these students Is very important, and it also
gives pledges a chance to get to
know one another," said Timson.
According to Timson, the turnout for Greek 101 is rather strong.
There are usually 150 pledges in
the fall when the 23 Greek houses
have informal rush. But In the
spring, when formal rush begins,
by List Gallagher
Insider

The InsidcrA'indo Lenc
M'UZI WEIGHS A TON...Mark Hulchlns of Ton belts out the tunes for charity Wednesday night. WBGU-FM 88.1 will rebroadcast highlights of the
show next Sunday at A p.m.

by Marion Schlocmcr
Insider

... And the beat goes on.
The third annual Home Aid commenced posthaste Wednesday night,
linking home-grown rock-n-roll with an effort to help the area's homeless. Seven local bands volunteered their talent for the WBGU-FM 88.1
sponsored event, creating an evening of diverse music and raw energy.
Featured at this year's Home Aid - co-sponsored by Howard's Club H,
210 N. Main St. -were Ton, Derek Wolfgram, Merry Can Men, Gone
Daddy Finch, Vambo Marble Eye, Black Minds of Music and Sweaty
Whiskers.
Brett Lenart, coordinator of this year's project, said it's important the
community realizes what's going on with the homeless.
"I think people think there's not a homeless problem in Bowling
Green because [the city] is not a metropolis, " he said. "But there
homeless in Wood county. IThrough Home Aid] it's easy for any individual to show their support for this cause."
With the proceeds going to the Link, Home Aid raised $ 1,058
Wednesday night. The last two Home Aid benefits in the Commons
raised $750 and $800 respectively.
WBGU program director Lisa Gaghan said the bar proved to be an
additional plus to drawing a good crowd.
"The bar brings the regular patrons plus people who were put off by
not being able to drink and smoke at the Commons," she said.
Fred Wright, University graduate and mastermind of the original
Home Aid, was on hand to give his support once again.
"We're Just a drop in the bucket, but if everyone did what WBGU has
done, the problem wouldn't be a problem, "he said. "Most modem
homeless aren't the Happy Hobo."
One Home Aid supporter echoes that sentiment. Senior education
major Kristi Lewarchik was surprised to see homeless people around
[own, but repeatedly saw a man with two cardboard boxes and a bottle
n a paper bag sitting in the shade of a tree behind her house.
Mark Hutchens of Ton said,"It benefits everybody to see all the bands.
benefits the homeless - the money and everything. I don't want to
sound corny, but it really is a good cause."
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Get two 3" standard size prints from
xStJx each neg. of your undeveloped
SrS0 color film for $1.99, any expo
^J>* sure. C-41 process only.

Pills - N - Packages Pharmacy
111 Railroad St.
352-1693,

lNOV.13,14, & 15
Ail I Want For
Christmas is a Trip For
SPRING BREAK!

352-0796
$2.00 Fare

$1.00 Fare

Children

For Persons
4-64 Yrs. of Age

For Elderly (65.) /
Handicapped Persons
Children 4-12 yrs. when
accompanied by an adult.

4 YRS. OR UNDER 40 LBS.

Ride Free Of Charge
with adult.

Now Available:
Spring Break Packages
Holiday Gift Certificates

Child mual ride In Child Restrain!,
Seal* provided.

Call 3544203 For More Information
"Transit ID Cards Available At Grants Administrators OHice

Call 1 Hr.
Before
Service
is Needed

See CREEK 101, page eight.

ANY EXPOSURE

HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

Van hit Available.
Wheelchair Access a
LOroup Seating Available

Timson said, "I think each universi
ty has to evaluate their greek
system and decide what will meet
their needs."
Bowling Green's Panhellenic
Council has devised a similar program aimed at sorority pledges,
also called Greek 101.

3" DOUBLE
PRINTS

Home Aid III a success

Transit I.D. Card Required'

Greek 101
drives lessons home

This service la
financed In pan
Irom an operating
aaalatenca grant
Irom ODOT a
FTA

353-0050"
Open: Mon. & Wed.
until 6:00 p.m.

198 S. Main
(Next to the
French Knot)
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AC/DC
AC/DC Live
ATCO Records
BG and AC/DC go together like
ducks and water, it seems. Maybe
it's that initials-instead-of-words
thing that they both got going.
Whatever the reason, It seems you
can't go to a keg party, dorm or
fraternity house without catching at
least the opening few guitar chords
of the classic 1980 album Back In
Black

Tint Insider

boys aren't too big Into improvisation on stage.
Album plus: the song lineup
makes for a dam fine AC/DC
greatest hits package: 'Hells Bells,'
'Moneytalks,' 'Back In Black,'
'T.N.T,' 'Dirty Deeds Done Dirt
Cheap'...and even BG classic ode
to romantic love, 'You Shook Me
All Night Long.' Fourteen tracks In
all. Enough to sate the AC/DC
beast In all of us.
- Matthew A. Daneman

AC/DC

But no matter how great an
album Is, It can get tiresome. Even
a constant diet of Dom Perignon
champagne, grilled cheese sandwiches and wild monkey sex will
get old after a while (well, at least
the Dom Perignon part will). But
before You Shook Me All Night
Long' withdraw! sets in, there Is
another option. In their first live
album since 1978s If You Want
Blood, You've Got It, the Australian heavy metal quintet that's
churned out more fist-pumping
anthems than practically anybody
give more of what even the casual
AC/DC listener expects - sweaty,
pounding, crashing heavy metal
classics.
Album minus: the live album
sounds like their regular studio
stuff, but with crowd cheers at the
bookends of each song. Seems the
RUN OUT AND SNAG...:
Run, don't walk, and get
Shawn Colvin'sFat City on
Columbia Records, according
to Veronica Sheets of Finders
Records and Tapes. "It's good
study music with a light folky
twist," she said. Accelerate,
don't coast, and get Pure
Guava by Ween on Elektra
Records, sayeth Jeff DeWItt of
Record Den. "It rocks the
house," he said. Sail, don't
drop anchor, and get the Link
Records release ofTantrum
by the band Milk, Intoned Jim
Cummer of MadHatter Music
Co. "This is a British threepiece who've taken the grunge
into a new direction - a better
direction," he said. "It's got
alacrity." Look it up.
JANE. WHY DONT
WE...: TONIGHT: SATURDAY: TONIGHT AND SATURDAY: Rob Wallet at How-

Copperhead

Copperhead
Mercury
A few years ago, a comedian
(Jeff Foxworthy, I think) wrote
about how to tell If you're a redneck. In music, you know you're a
redneck band if you feature a Confederate flag on your CD's cover
and the first three songs on your
debut disc are titled 'Busted,'
Whiskey' and "The Scar.' You
know you're a good redneck band
if you play hard-rockln', bluesbased, twangy-voiced, catchyguitar-driven, Southern-style, deepfried rock and roll songs about
Dixie and things like' Hard Livin'.
The North Carolina band Copperhead falls somewhere into this category. The problem Is that they fail
to distinguish themselves or to
fulfill the potential that they only
hint at on this disc. Occasionally.

ROCK GOSSIP FROM
THE BUCK SWAMP

ard's, the Twist Offs at EasyStreet TUESDAY: Franklins and
Zen at Tuxedo Junction
WEDNESDAY: Tie-Dye
Harvest a EasyStreet, The
Hanson Brothers at Howard's,
Kenny Reeves at Club SOP,
Chris Otto at Downtown, Redcliff (unplugged!) at Tuxedo
Junction THURSDAY: Ton
and Pogeybait at Good Tymes
Pub, The Kind at Tuxedo Junction, Love Zombies at Howard's, Blitzcn at EasyStreet

Jon Byrd's guitars hiss or Brad
Durden's keyboards rattle, but the
songwriting keeps Copperhead
slithering for the most part. Doctor's order: A bit more of a live feel
coupled with some stronger tunes
may give these snakes some more
bite.
- Dave Baskind
MCSerch
Return of the Product
Def Jam/Chaos Records

The lyrics to the songs are very
deep arid menacing, but with the
use of a Hammond Organ the music sounds more up-beat. The song
'Sidewalk Annie' uses this organ to
make It sound like a song right off
the Big Chill album.
It's hard to believe that the five
band members are only In their
early twenties because they have
truly captured the sense of the classic rock era.
The Wallflowers will be performing in a major U.S. tour with the
rock group 10,000 Maniacs, but
dates have not yet been set. So If
you're ready for some modem music with a twist of classic rock,
check out their album Wallflowers in most record stores
across the U.S.
-Lisa Gallagher

cording again and walking on my
lips, I would gratefully choose the
latter of the two. Let me give you
an example of what I am trying to
say - "Lord kill the pain/Lord kill
the pain/Don't want to ask
again/Kill my girlfriend/Kill my
best friend Sam/'Cause I saw them
Jorge Ben Jor
making eyes again/Kill my neighLive In Rio
bors and all my family too." These
Tropical Storm Records
lyrics come from a song droned by
Look out any window In BG and the Red House Painters entitled what do you see? Grey skies, grey
go on, guess - 'Lord Kill the
streets, grey people. Winter's coPain.' Shall I continue? You see, it
mln' and the mood's gettin' sour.
isn't Just this verse or this song but
Slide Mr. Ben Jor into the disc
the WHOLE ENTIRE TAPE is so
player and what do you see? White depressing that I am tempted to
sand beaches with warm waves
When he and mlc partner Pete
track these guys down and find
Nice formed the two lyrical halves
lapping around your ankles. Chilthem professional psychiatric help
of 3rd Bass, it seemed MC Serch
led mugs of mm. And
for the strung out emotional probcould do no wrong. From their
sun...glorious sun.
lems that I am thoroughly conCactus Album debut on, the two
Can't understand a word the
vinced they have.
made albums thick with hellaman says - he sings in Spanish. But
Another painfully-kind-ofciously good rhymes, humor unhe's one of Brazil's premier artists. melodic piece that the group permatched In the hip-hop world, diss- And he's pretty damn cool. It's pop forms is the title track from Down
ing of pop targets in the rap world
music. It's Brazilian samba. It's viColorful Hill (by the way, even their
(Hammer, Vanilla Ice) and unstopbrant, rich, alive music. And It
tape-cover Is black - these are not
pable ideas and messages.
makes that David Byrne style BraJolly people). Ustening to this song
zilian-influenced music seem like a reminds me of walking through a
Now, in his first solo release, the pale old shadow next to the deep
battlefield after a major war and
tide has shifted for the selfstylings of Ben Jor.
seeing the dead and wounded
proclaimed "baddest white boy to
More so than that Jimmy Bullet
sprawled across the land, mournever fuckin' touch a mike." The
stuff, Ben Jor sets the mood and
ing over the loved ones that I had
emphasis on lyrical strength is still
the feel of a return to the summer
lost in battle. It makes me feel like I
there. On 'Social Narcotics,' Serch sun and the tropical beach. And as fought in the war myself and lost,
denies the American diet of racial
BG heads further into winter, he's
actually. Between the low almostinjustice ("Spoon feedin' is dethe perfect antidote.
patriotic drumrolls humming from
ceivin' 'cause I need a fork/and If
- Matthew A. Daneman
one end of the song to the other,
white people are superior I was dethe stressed-out-l-needlivered by the stork"). Serch still
some-NoDoz-gimme-a-potkicks the ass of sell-outs like HamRed House Painters
of-coffee-sounding voice of the
mer with his words ("He'd be my
Down Colorful Hill
lead-singer and the melancholy
bitch if me and him were in the
Warner Bros. Records
music going along with it, make
slammer"). And Serch still takes
Well, how can I put this bluntly
sure you put the razor blades away
the high road above the gangsta
but not too harshly...between
before you listen to it.
rap world of women as hos, cop
listening to the entirety of this re- Jane Kllgore
shooting and drive-bys by glorifying
poppin' ideas instead of caps from
anAK-47.
But what Serch loses is the
ocean of sampling, heavy editing
and bass riffs that made his previous work so powerful. By Joining
the new school of Jazzy bass lines
and touches of '70s funk, Serch
makes for a slower, less In-yourface message, and ultimately a les
ser album. Serch, a definite student
of the old school of hip-hop, should
never have changed his majors.
- Matthew A. Daneman

Wallflowers
Wallflowers
Virgin Records
A new group has Just landed a
record deal with Virgin Records
and they call themselves the Wallflowers. The group plays a type of
classical '70s rock and sounds very
similar to artists such as Joe
Cocker and Eric Clapton.

RED HOUSE PAINTERS
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The
cockpit!
What
is it?
Wood Co.
man
realizes
dream by
building
biplane

and flying his own biplane were set
Into motion. The plane started as a
pile of wood and flat sheets of aluminum and wasn't really that
different from the model planes
Wilkens made when he was a kid.
"I started building planes as soon
as my mom would let me hold a
razor," Wilkens said. "I've always
enjoyed building - the cutting and
gluing and all that. I thought 'I've
built so many model airplanes.
Why not a full size one?' "

A large amount of time, money
and love went into the building of
Wilkens' biplane. He admits many
people start projects like this but
few actually see their plane in the
air: "Its easy to find projects like
this half finished. You have to be
able to devote whatever time It
takes for something like this."
Wilkens admits safety was always a consideration while he was
building the plane. "The thing with
an airplane is It's going to take you
up and you want It to bring you
backdown, "Wilkenssaid
According to Wilkens, he did not
mind spending whatever money
was necassary to create a quality
airplane. Just the nuts, screws and
bolts for the plane cost around
$1,500. The total cost of the plane
PHOTOS BY TERESA THOMAS
came to almost $17,000. "No expense was spared In the quality of
fay A.J. Riegcr
materials or the quality of workInsider
manship, '' Wilkens said.
Now that It Is completed, Wilkens believes the plane Is beyond
If you thought you saw the Red
value. When asked about the value
Baron flying over the University re- of the plane, Wilkens said: "It's
cently - relax. It was only Wood
priceless to me. You can ask me
County resident Bill Wilkens trying that but since I have no desire to
sell it," he said.
out his new biplane.
Four years ago, when Wilkens
"It's priceless."
ordered his plane as a kit from a
It was Wilkens' father who conmagazine, his dreams of building
vinced him to build the biplane

when he was trying to decide what
type of plane he would build. " My
father said I would have something
when I finished," Wilkens said.
"He was right, the end result is a
pretty dam nice looking plane."
It was also Wikens' father who is
responsible for his desire to fly. His
father was a flight Instructor and
Wilkens recalls that he always
wanted to learn how to fly. When
Wilkens Joined the army in 1967,
his father convinced him to wait
until he came home to get his
wings.
When Wilkens returned from his
military service, he married his wife
and his time was consumed with
taking care of his young family. He
did not have the time or the resources to pursue his pilot's license.
In 1982, he began his private pilot's training and then worked for
his commercial pilot's license.
While he was working on his private license, Wilkens bought his
first plane, a Cessna 152.
Ten years later, he has logged
around 1,050 hours In the air.
Having a commercial license allows Wilken's to fly his planes
while getting paid. He spends a
large amount of his time towing
banners, mostly over football
games in Ohio and Michigan. Recently, he has begun hauling skydivers for a local skydiving business.
The longest trip Wilkens has
flown in the biplane was to an air
show In Wisconsin. The plane has
a 28 gallon tank and the tank lasts
for two hours of flying. Wilkens,
always concerned with safety,
laughed when he said, "But my
rule Is one and a half."
When the biplane was near
completion, Wilkens began working on another building project as

he created the floor plan for his
new home. The house is located on
the Borden Rural Airstrip In Weston, Ohio so Wilkens can fly right
out of the backyard. Wilkens built
75 percent of the house himself,
including the heating, plumbing

as a cable splicer. In 1981, Wilkens
and his wife opened the Video
Spectrum In Bowling Green. Since
then the business has grown from
67 titles to 16,000 and Wilkens
has quit his Job at the telephone
company to work full time at the

and the majority of the Inside finish
work.
Wilkens has not had any specialized training In building or construction, but it seems these abilities come naturally through experience. Most of his working life has
been spent at General Telephone

business. One thing Is certain,
since those childhood days building
models, Wilkens has never been
satisfied without a project. The
next time you spot him flying over
the stadium or soaring In his new
biplane, you can bet he's thinking
about what he will do next.

What's Opera, DOC? BG the chapel for 'Marriage of Figaro'
by L isa Gallagher
Insider

Some popular operas the Theatre has performed
lately include 'The Magic Flute' and •Cinderella,' both
with sell-out crowds. This spring the Opera Theatre
will be presenting 'La Boheme', one of the most
popular operas in the world, about poor college
graduates living In France.

To disprove the myth that all operas have fat
women dressed like Vikings, head to Kobacker Hall
In the Moore Musical Arts Center this weekend for
the University production of 'The Marriage of Figaro.'
This comic opera, with music by Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart, will be presented by the Bowling
Green Opera Theatre on Nov. 13 and 14 at 8 p.m.
Dr. F. Eugene Dybdahl, director of opera activities,
said "The Marriage of Figaro' is one of the most frequently performed operas of all time.
The opera is about Figaro, a valet interested in advancing his career, and his fiancee, Suzanna. The
two are planning their marriage, but not without
complications and Interference from family and
friends.
According to Dybdahl, the roles have been doublecast, with more than one student acting a part, to
enable more students to participate. "Suzanna has
the longest singing role out of all the operas. We
double cast not only to give more students a chance,
but to also give singers a break so they don't lose
their voices," said Dybdahl.

Dybdahl said almost 100 people auditioned for the
upcoming opera, and he is expecting a huge success.
"We have the potential for having the best-sung
opera since I've been here," said Dybdahl.
The play was considered dangerous during the
reign of Louis XVI because common people were
shown to be intelligent. "The characters for the first
time are real characters with real human emotions
and problems, such as sex and fidelity," said Dybdahl.

The BG Opera Theatre was formed in the '60s,
when the faculty sang most of the leads. Today all
roles are sung by students or graduate students
majoring In either music education or voice.

"It's Interesting to realize that the problems in society haven't changed that much," he continued.
Tickets for "The Marriage of Figaro' are on sale
now at the Moore Musical Arts Center Box Office between noon and 6 p.m. Ticket prices for the show
range from $6 to $ 10, with a $2 discount for students, children and senior citizens.
For reservations or more ticket Information, call
3728171.
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in winter's a (cold) snap

With precautions, driving

once. For fulies, no additional
things to keep a close watch of
priming is needed. But, if it's espewhen the mercury Isn't kind to your
Mercury.
cially cold, one stomp to the floor
For starters, It's very Important
probably won't hurt.
The most important thing,
that you start your car with care
As the weather gets colder, and when it's cold. Since most new cars
though, Is that once the engine
catches, DO NOT RACETHE
your car seems to be rebelling,
are fuel injected (fulles), it's no
ENGINE! This, friends, Is bad
don't let It surprise you. If you took longer a science to start your car chemistry, you'll understand that as - that Is, Just turn the key, and you'news! When the engine is cold,
things get colder, they tend to slow re In business. However, those of
when chilled. For carbureted eng- there is virtually no oil on the parts
down. The same goes for your car. you driving a carbureted beast may ines, a general rule of thumb is to
of the engine that receive the brunt
find it a bit more tedious to arouse depress the accelerator to the floor of the life-robbing friction. So,
So, what we've got here are a few
when the engine suddenly charges
to life, metal is rudely scraping
metal. Those of you unfamiliar with
the concept of friction could experience similar results by jumping
face-first out of your car, onto the
pavement. I guarantee it won't be a
pleasant experience, so spare your
engine of the same.
The next item of business deals
with general driving. Those individuals driving autos with manual
transmissions will find it more difficult to shift gears when cold. This
usually lasts for only a few minutes
while the engine and transmission
are still below operating temperature. Therefore, If the gearbox is a
bit stiff, don't force it; give the
gears as much time as they need to
synchronize and engage. For automatic transmissions, the only
thing the driver may notice is a
slight delay when shifting from
park to drive or reverse.
If you haven't lubricated mechanisms like locks or hinges in a while
(or ever), it would be a good idea to

by Ross Weitzner
OnoDohc

do so before truly cold Bowling
Green weather hits. Anyone who
has broken off a key in a lock
knows the frustration of Iced locks.
Lubrication of locks will eliminate
such difficulties. Any spray product
like WD 40 or liquid lithium grease
will serve as an excellent lubricant
and protectant against Ice and rustcausing moisture.
Finally, perhaps the most Important preparation for winter is an evaluation of all fluids and important
Items underhood. First, like always,
check your oil; make sure it's not
only topped off, but clean. Dirty oil
Is bad, but worse In the winter.
Next, anti-freeze must be clean and
full. If It's not, have the cooling
system flushed and filled to ensure
proper and complete protection.
Most service establishments will
charge between $30 and $50. It's
worth it! If the cooling system is
neglected, it could leave you stranded. Not to mention, new radiators
aren't cheap. And of course, all
other fluids like windshield washer
fluid should be up to their proper
levels.
Lastly, a new fuel filter before
and after the winter months would
be a good idea. If there's any water
in the filler, it could freeze and give
you fuel-line freeze-up. After winter, dirt and water from contaminated service station fuel tanks can
take its toll on your engine, so a
new filter then could only help.

GREEK 101
Continued from page five.

titles to choose from:
Gloria Estefan
Santa na
Bob Dylan
Journey
Indigo Girls
Michael Jackson
Harry Connick
Willie Nelson
And Hundreds More!

ootffoooooo

Ask How To
Get SIC

SALE PRICES
GOOD THRU 11/22

LOCATIONS*

Chelsea Furlong, coordinator for BG's Greek 101, said she has heard
of programs similar to the one at the University of Dayton but feels that
BG's program has worked out fine. "Someday our program could turn
Into a course, but It's not needed right now," said Furlong.
This Is the third year for the University's program. There are two ses
slons during the pledge semester - one on Sept. 27 and the other on
Nov. 8.
Some of the topics discussed at last weekend's session were safe sex,
healthy and destructive relationships, and self-defense. David Lascu, a
speaker from the University of Michigan, came to talk to the women
about human dignity.
According to Maureen Meyer, a sophomore education major, the
Sunday session proved to be an eye-opening experience.
"After hearing Mr. Lascu speak on Sunday," Meyer said," I became
more aware of how Greek individuals need to eliminate today's stereotypes of others and work together as a community."
Furlong said Panne! strongly encourages pledges to attend the Greek
101 seminars, but cannot make It mandatory because of the hazing policy on campus.
"Greek 101 Is simply an educational program Panhel provides for
pledges so they can become aware of the problems and Issues around
them," said Furlong.
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CBS News

5:30
CBS News

6:00

6:30

7:00

News

NBC News

man

8:00

8:30

9:00

|

9:30

Montel Williams

family Feud Oaitenge

11:00
Price

CBC Morning News

Earth

Newsg

This Morning g

Cosby Show Amore

Family Feud Challenge

Price

NBC News

Newsg

Todayg

Sally Jessy Raphael

Jerry Spnnger

Doctor Dean

ABC News

Good Morning America g

Uve - Regis & Kath* Lee

VkM

Home

Sign-Ofl Cont'd

Urban Peasant

Mr. Dressup Sesame St

Sign-On Com d

Homestretch Station

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Sign-Ofl Cont'd

Homestretch Barney

Lamb Chop

Mr Rogers

Sesame Street g

Movie

Duck Tales g Stunt Oawgs Darkwing

Menace

Tale Sain g

Chip-Dale

Belvedere

New Beaver

700 Club

Family lies

News

Spoons

Insp Gadget Stunt Dawgs Ninja Turtles Beetleiuice

Dennis

Sanlord

3 s Co

Family Ties

Varied

Jake

In Motion

Getting Fit

Movie Cont'd

10:30

1 10:00

CBS News

Sign-Off Cont'd
Home Shopping Spree

7:30

This Morning Q

Beetleiuice

Sport scenter Sport scenter Sportscenter Sport scenter Training

Movie

Varied Programs

Instructional Programming

Bodyshape

K Copeiand
Veto!

Laverne

Spoflscenter Sportscenter Jake
Movie

Movie

DAYTIMEAFTERNOON
11:30
O

o

12:00

Price

News

Sesame St

Midday

Price

News'.)

12:30

1:00

1:30

Young and the Restless g Bold Bea
Emmerdale

2:00
Coronation

Varied

2:30

As the World Turns
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W
&
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Instructional Varied

v :ki' Coma Amore

Andy Griffith Little House on the Prairie Bewitched

ESPN

Getting Fit

In Motion

Bodyshape

TMC

Movie

Movie

Neighbours

3:00

3:30

Guiding Light

4:30

The Bill

BabarQ

5:00

5:30

News

Video Hits

Edition

Fame

CBC News

Young and the Restless g Bold Bea

As the Work) Turns

Guiding Light

Oprah Winfrey g

Design W

Faith Daniels Newsg

Concantr.

Days of Our Lives g

Another Work)

Santa Barbara

Maury Povehg

Donahueg

Home

Loving g

Ah My Children

One Lite to Live

General Hospital

Saved-Bell

Wonder Yrs

M'A'S'H

News

Mr Rogeis

Sandiego

Sq. )TV
Sq 1 TV

Love Con

Instructional Programming Cont'd
Varied

infatuation

Rush L

Instructional Programming

Movie

Montel Williams

Swans

Sesame Street g

Sesame Street g

Mr Rogers

Bond Jr

Melodies

Tom. Jerry

Tiny Toon

Gool Troop

Ninja Turtles Batmang

Chipmunks

Melodies

lorn Jerry

Tiny Toon

Batman g

Saved-Betl

Varied Programs

Global Wrest).

'Varied

Movie

Sunday Special |

(Free round must be of equal or lesser value)
(Limit one per customer per visit)

SOUTH SIDE SIX
PROUDLY PRESENTS
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Parent's Weekend
at

Trotter's Tavern
Tapas - Expresso and Cappuccino
• Regional American Food as well
as International specialties.
• Unequivocal Sirloin Steak

Woodland Mall Subway ONLY

• All food bousemade at Trotter's

mi|:UII:«aa
Woodland Mall • 353-0204
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Varied Programs

[varied Progra ms

CONVENIENCE & LOTTERY STORE

[Buy 1 Round Sandwich,
Get 1 FREE

Golden Girls

Varied

Instructional Programming

WHERE THE PARTY STARTS

*

4:00
Geraldo

• Unique speciality Desserts

Reservations 352-5895
352 - 8639
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News

7:00

7:30

8:00

CBS News

You Bet-Lite G Palace

CBC News Cont'd

Ear-Grnd

Place

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune jeopardy1

G Palace

News

Nl3t> News

Ent Tonight Cur Affair

Movie

Star Search

ABC News

M-A-S'H

Family

Previews

Business

MacNeil/'Lehrer Newshour

Reading

MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour

Full House

Roseanne

Roseanne

Gokfcn Girls Married...

9:00

9:30

Design W

Street Legal

Family Feud

Married

8:30
Mator Dad

Major Dad

Bob

11:00

11:30

12:00

Newhart

CBC Prime Time News

Friday Night

Kids in the Hall

Design W

Picket Fences

News

Dark Justice

News

Tonight Show

Bob

I'M Fly Away

12:30

Arsenio Hall
Sanders

Traffik

Nightline

Used Cars

Dmosauis

Camp Wilder 20/20

Arsenio Hall

Wash Week Wall St

Served

Piglet Files

Blake s 7

Adam Smith

Mystery!

McLaughlin

Wash Wwk Wall St

Maazel' Profile

Body Adorned

Served

Viewer's Choice

Night Court

America s Most Wanted

S'ghtmgs

Star Trek Next Gener

Roseanne

Rush L

News

Murphy B

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Star Search

Sponscenter

Rodeo

.Suspects

NHL Hockey Pittsburgh Penguins at Detroit Red Wings

Sponscenier NHL Hockey Pittsburgh Penguins at Detroit Red Wings

PGA Got Kapalua

10:30

News

The Secret ot My Success'
Step by S

10:00
Picket Fences

Movie "Flattntrt" Cont'd

(Movie: "Child's Play 2"

Drag Racing Fall Nat
| "Freddy's Dead The Final Nightmare"

jstuds

Heat

Movie: "American Ninja 3: Blood Hunt"

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

o
o

11:00

11:30

Teenage Nmja Turtles

12:00

12:30

Beakmans

1:00

Real Fishing Gon

Homework s

Disability

ID

:

loonage

Monkeys

Life Choices Newsmakers Showcase

CD
03

Saved-Beli

Adventure

School Quiz

TBA

Beakmans

Scralcn

College Football: Illinois at Michigan

9

Cooking

uture

2:00

1:30

2:30

3:00

3:30

4:00
Movie

Why Didnt 1 Movie: "The White Buffalo'
Gardener

Notre D

Flsh'n

Driver's Seal Wok

Equestrian Nations' Cup

Kingdom

Family Ties

Phonics

Famify Ties

Paid Prog.

5:00

5:30

Olympic Wmtertest Lillenammer
Current Affair Extra

College Football Penn State at Notre Dame
College Football: Ohio State at Indiana

Kerfs

Gourmet

©
©

WWAm

Naturescene MotorWeek

Super Dave

X-Men

WWF Wrestling

Movie: "Star TreK II: The Wrath of Khan"

Star Trek

SD

Super Dave

X-Men

WWF Wrestling

Movie: "Christine"

Movie:

ESPN

Outdoors

College Gameday

Ga'den

Gour/net

Ok) House

Workshop

Hometime

Woodwnght

Gentle Dr

Austin City Umits

Lonesome Pine Special

Streamside

Old House

Garden

Workshop

Homettme

Gourmet

Eating Well

Kitchen

WoedMlgM

Auto Racing: ARCA Stock Cars

Drag Racing Speed

Shooting

TMC Harley Davidson and the Marlboro Man

4:30

"The Producers

Movie

Teiminator 2 Judgment Day

Alexander

Set. Model

Baywatcn

Beauty and the Beast

Stai Seaich

Weird Science

Horse Show PGA Golf: Kapalua International

Movie: "Ruthless People

Movie

Quigley Down Under

SATURDAY EVENING
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O

u
CD
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m
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News

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

NewWKRP

Front Run

Brooklyn

Diana: A Portrait

Front Page

Don Cherry

NHL Hockey: Philadelphia Fryers at Montreal Canadians

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Cash Exp

Brooklyn

Movie: "Tequila Sunnse"

News

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight

Here-Now

Powers-Be

CBS News

10:00

10:30

11:00

Movie: "Tequila Sunrise"

| Empty Nest

News

Nurses

Sisters

11:30

12:00

12:30

Movie* "Fortress"
CBC News

Country Beat

News

Design W

Rawhide

News

Saturday Night Live

College Football

American Gladiators

Movie:' Cohjmbo Cries Wolf"

Commish

Arsenio Hall

Destinos

Scenes

Lawrence Walk Show

Columbus and Discovery

Pacific Century

Queen Mothe r: In Person

In Country: Vietnam Songs Austin City Limits

fcl!)

European

Tony Brown

Lawrence Welk Show

Civil War

fcH

Catwalk

Sweating Bullets

m

Cops

Cops

WWF Wrestling

Star Trek

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Melrose Place

Cops

Cops

WWF Wrestling

News

ESPN

PGA Golf

TMC

Sportscenlei Scoreboard

Quigley Down Under'

The

Worth

Movie

best

in

entertainment
and information
is on your public
station,Channel

Movie: "The Great Train Robbery"

College Football Alabama at Mississippi State

Red Heat"

! Movie

Terminator 2 Judgment Day

VIDEO DELIVERY
COUPON CANS
Bring in any canned lood good donation
and receive any second rental FREE!

27. Check the
listings for this

FOR DELIVERY

week's programs.

354-5283

WBGU
TV27

Uptown Comedy Club

GUARANTEED IN 30 MINUTES

140 E. WOOSTER

Comedy Showcase

Way We Walk

America's Moat Wanted

Sightings

Football Scoreboard

Sportscenter Legends
Movie

Suspects

Lifestyles

The Hitman

50% OFF ALL
used books with PAUPER'S
price of $1.95 or less
* with this coupon

PAUPER'S BOOKS
206 N. Main
T; .
352-2163
1 I
OPEN: 10-6Mon-Sat
Expires 12-10-92 (One coupon per person per visit)
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
O
O
D
©

11:30

12:30

Working

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

Siskel

Nature

Best Years

Meeting Place

Canada

Real Estate

Gary Pinkel

J Coopm

NFL Today

NFL Football: Detroit Lions at Pittsburgh Steelers

Ims-NFL

Toledo Front Front Run

NFL Today

3:00

On the Issue Starlight

Home Again

Tony Brown

Heritage

Firing Line

Contrary

Pacific Century

UN Concert

Black Bty

Newtons

One on One

Adam Smith Old House

Food Oe.

Browns' Insider

Movie

Star Trek: Next Gener

Movie: "No Way Out"

Si)

American Gladiators

ESPN

Reporters

Sportscenter NFL

Gourmet

Peewee s Big Adventure"

Icousteau's Rediscovery

PGA Goil Kapalua International
Market

Editors

One on One McLaughlin

Best Nat I Geo

Painting

Sewing

Lawrence Welk Show

OED

Movie

"Batman"

Movie

Fatal Beauty

| Scenes

Beverly Hits. 90210
Family Ties

Roseanne

| Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston Cup - Hooters 500

Movie 'House Party 2

5:30

CFL Football Western Division Semifinal

Street Justice

Star Seaicn

Gourmet

Cooking

5:00

NFL Football: Regional Coverage

NFL Football: San Diego Chargers at Cleveland Browns

Williams TV

4:30

CFL Football Eastern Division Semifinal - Teams TBA

Used Cars

©
60
89

4:00

Movie' "Red Headed Stranger

NFL Live

Larry Jones

3:30

NFL Football Detroit Lions at Pittsburgh Sleelers

Week-David Bnnkley

m

TMC

12:00

Tomorrow

| Portrait ol a King

1 Movie: "City Slickers"

| Movie: "Someone to Watch Over Me'

Tennis

] Company Business"

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o
o
CD
S3

n
G>
€B
89

News

6:30
CBS News

7:00

7:30

60 Minutes

8:00

I

8:30

Murder. She Wrote

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

Movie "When No One Would Listen"

11:00

11:30

News

Siskel

12:00

12:30

Arsenio Hall

CFL Football Western Division Semifinal North ol 60

Bonanza

Scales ol Justice

CBC News

Sports Weekend

NFL Football: Regional

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Movie "When No One Would Listen"

News

Golden Gals 1 Movie: "Happy Endings

News

NBC News

1 Witness Video

Donahue: The 25th Anniversary

News

Street Justice

ABC News

Roggins

Videos

Funniest

Movie "The Jacksons: An American Dream"

Editors

NewWKRP

Lawrence Welk Show

Ghostwriter

Ghostwriter

Nature

Ghostwriter

Ghostwriter

| Venture

Masterpiece Theatre

Royalty and Fashion

Elizabeth R

Austin City Limits

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Chance

Home 2

Ben Staler

In Coloi

Roc

Married.

Herman

Flying Blind

Wcxips'

Inphomation Telecast

Beverly Hills. 90210

Home2

Ben Stiller

In Color

Roc

Mimed...

Herman

Nev.5

Sports Xtra

Murphy B.

ESPN

Women's Tennis

NFL Primetime

TMC

Company

MONDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
CBS News
You Bet-Lite
O News
Road V.
Odyssey
O CBC News Cont'd
CBS News
Wh Fortune Jeopardy'
03 News
NBC News
Ent. Tonight Cur. Affair
09 News
Family Feud
63 Star Search ABC News N'-I'S-H
Business
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour
© Teacher
MacNed/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego
69 Reading
Night Court
69 Full House Roseanne Married.
89 Roseanne Golden Girls Marned . You Bet-Ule
ESPN

Ch Flag

TMC

Movie

NFL Football New York Giants at Denver Broncos

|Movie: "Hang Em High"

Up Close

8:00

8:30

Shade

Hearts Afire

10:30

No»s
Witness

CBC Pnme Time News

ManAhve

Murphy B.

Northern Exposure

Hearts Afire

Love » War

|ufe

Fresh Prince Blossom

Movie

FBI-Story

NFL Football: Buffalo Bills at Miami Dolphins

Detective

A Child Lost Forever"

12:00

11:30
Newhart

Goil

News

Sweating Bullets

News

Tonight Show

EastEnders

Columbus and Discovery

Space Age

Elizabeth R: A Year m the Lite ol the Queen

Served

Mystery!

Movie "Die Hard

Star Trek: Ne «t Gener

RushL

Movie

News

Star Trek: Next Gener

PBTA Billiards

1

Heat

Studs

Star Search

Drag Racing Sportscenter

| Movie: "Moon 44"

TAKE A LOAD OFF

Night Heat
Shopping

Arsenio Hall

Elizabeth R: A Year in the Lite ol the Queen

Die Hard

12:30

Arsenio Hall

Space Age

Auto Racing: Ofl Road

Numex

NFL Primetime

11:00

Northern Exposure

Shade

Movie: "Intimate Stranger'

&

10:00

9:30
Love 8 w.i.

Psychic

Golden Girls Kennetti Copeland

Movie: "House Party 2"

Street Cents Northwood

Sportscenter Schaap Talk NFL Monday |Mon. Mag

The Way We Were

9:00
Murphy B

Maya Angelou: Rainbow

Sportscenter

jMovte: "City Slickers"

Alice

Star Hustler

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Rosamond B.

Front Run.
Sports

Moments

Movie: "Shoot trie Moon"

Looking for Some t ft ing lln up e.
Stop In...

SECOND SIGHT

^Ofliiuiprlimiar

To See...

LONG STEM

RED ROSES
$19.95
A DOZEN

500 OFF

any washer or drop off service

428 E. Wooster

And Save...

rp-. KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY
709 S. Main Street

353-1045

9 Tye "Dyes
9 'Beaded Jewelry, Silver & Turquoise
9 CustomUcd'l'iniagt Clothing Or Mats
9 featuring ■Works by Local Artists
9 Incences by Lady Circe
9 Antiques, Records, 'Books, Jurniture
9 JeweUry and Much 'More!

Napoleon

limit 1/visit 9 a.m.-9 p.m.

~ ■io%~on~ "I
I Any Purchase |

r

t

Main
1 BGSU

'

With Coupon^

.

126 West Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00
O

6:30

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:0(1

9:30

10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

You Bel Lite

Rescue 911

Movie: "Overkill The Aiteen Wuornos Story"

News

CBC News Cont'd

On Road

Market PI

5th Estate

CBC Prime Time News

Bangkok Hilton

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

Rescue 911

Movie: "Overkill: The Aiteen Wuornos Story"

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur Allan

Quantum Leap

Reasonable Doubts

Star Search

ABC News

M-VS'H

Family Feud

Full House

In Italiano

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

©

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

0D

Full House

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married...

o

CD
©
©
®

a)

Roseanne

ESPN

Baseball Expansion Draft

TMC

Movie:

Married

Roseanne

Dateline

| Coach

Going to Extremes

Frontline

Journal

Sandiego

No. a

Frontline

New Europeans

Night Court

Movie: "Cobra"

You Bet-Lite Movie: "Top Gun

Repossessed

Without

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

You Bel-Life In the Heat of the Night

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopard.'

In the Heat ol the Night

News

NBC News

l-i Tonight

Cm Aflaii

Unsolved Mysteries

Slai Search

ABC News

MoA'S'H

Family Feud Home Imp

Teacher

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Reading

MM-You

Se nleld

Irjoogie H

Shopping

Nightline

Used Cars

Space Age
Masterpiece Theatre

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Los Angeles Clippers

News

NBA Basketba": Oetroit Pistons at Los Angeles Clippers
Speed*eek

10:00

10:30

Bowling

Sportscenter
Movie:

The Mutations'

48 Hours
CBC Pnme Time News

Nature ot Things

News

Tonight Show
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News
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Slai Trek Next Genei

The Violation ol Sarah McDavid

^ UNLIMITED
248 N. Main

Open Daily
EVENINGS

Movie: "Once Around"

Movie.

Movie

Ruthless People

Advertising Sales
Co-op Available
• Learn about advertising sales
• Gain valuable experience
• Make future job contacts

354-1559

N€ US

FREE PARKING

NEW EMPLOYEE:

Angela Gill
Specializing in manicuring and black hair care

20% OFF all services
with Angela with this ad

The BG News is looking for an advertising sales
Co-op student for spring scmester.This person
would be responsible for N.W. Ohio, including
Toledo, Cleveland, Cedar Point, Put n Bay and
Canada.
For more information contact

Colleen Whitman at:
372-2606
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